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Introduction
This guide describes the
project flow in PROPS from
the project manager’s
viewpoint. It is intended to
serve as a guideline for project
managers in their work.
A graphical overview of the
phases, activities and
documents in a project is
shown in the general project
model PROPS, depicted as a
U in three different colors:
red, blue and yellow. The blue
part of the U symbolizes the
project management model
described in this guide.
In the blue part of the
general PROPS model, the project manager’s activities are
indicated by light blue rectangles, all with a specific name. All
these activities are described in the guide.

One activity – Project Termination – in the conclusion phase is
grey, indicating that it should not be performed in all
projects, but only when the project is terminated before it has
been fully completed, that is, without having reached its goal.
The reports and steering documents connected to the project
manager are indicated by the document symbols. These
documents are described in PROPS Document Guide.
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Introduction

The green hexagon symbolizes the project outcome. The expected project
outcome should be defined for all projects. This can be a product or a
service, implementation of a customer order or an organizational
change, or a change aiming to improve the performance in the
organization. During the course of the project, the project outcome
should be analyzed, defined, implemented and
handed over to the customer and to a receiving unit
within the organization.
In order to emphasize the importance of a proper
hand-over, the project outcome in the model exits
from the U in two directions – to the customer
(left) and to the receiving unit (right).
The execution of a project also leads to other
results, such as competence development and experiences,
observations and suggestions for improvements. These
experiences should be transferred to the organization to be
made use of in future operations. To indicate this, the handover of experiences is also shown in the project model.
How to Use This Guide

In this guide, all activities in the project management model are
described. There is a checklist for each activity. The checklists should
not be used as a prescriptive set of instructions, but as a support for
the project manager and as a source of inspiration. Only activities
considered relevant for the specific project should be performed.
The items in the checklists are not sequential in time. Some should be
performed in parallel, and some should be repeated several times. The
checklists give suggestions on WHAT to do. They give few, if any,
suggestions on methods and tools for HOW to perform the different
activities. The methods and tools to be used must be decided for each
project.
All activities in the manual are part of the project management
process. This process can be divided into nine different parallel
subprocesses. In the activity checklists, headings with blue frames are
inserted, referring to these subprocesses. More information about the
project management processes can be found in the guide
Project Management Knowledge Areas.
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The PROPS guides provide descriptions of different key elements in
project management in a multiproject organization from four
different perspectives: the business perspective, the human
perspective, the project organizational perspective and the single
project flow perspective. More information about the perspectives can
be found in the guide
Introduction to PROPS.
Other PROPS Guides describing the Single Project Flow

The PROPS Manual for Project Managers is part of the single project
flow in PROPS. Other guides describing the single project flow in
PROPS are:
PROPS Document Guide, describing the documents included in the
general project model.
PROPS Manual for Project Sponsors, describing the project steering
model – the red-framed part of the general project model.
PROPS Applied, describing the project work model – the yellow
part of the general project model – as well as examples of different
applications for different project types.
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Project Management Model

Definition

Purpose

The project management model is a
description of all project management
activities and documents in all the phases of
a project. The blue part of the general project
model PROPS represents the project
management model.

The purpose of the project management
model is to ensure a business-focused and
efficient project management, resulting in
high-quality project performance and
shortened project lead-time.
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Project Management Model

The project management model includes nine project
management processes:

The general project management model
provides a shared view on project
management and a common
terminology. This ensures wellfunctioning communication within the
project organization, as well as between
the project and the organization in
which it operates. People with different
project roles can more easily be
transferred from one project to another,
without loosing tempo adapting to a
new terminology and a new project
culture.
Project managers can use their
competence and skills for leading and
inspiring the project team, instead of
spending time on establishing project
management routines.

Project Management Knowledge Areas

In PROPS, the blue part of the U symbolizes the project
management model and describes the project management
activities in the project. It is divided into four largely
consecutive phases, each of which has its own nature and
characteristics:
• Prestudy Phase
• Feasibility Study Phase
• Execution Phase
• Conclusion Phase
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Project Organization and Roles

Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for the activities in the
project management model.

The project management model describes all project
management activities during the entire lifetime of the
project, from the initiation of the prestudy phase to project
closure.
• Prestudy Phase
• Feasibility study phase
• Execution phase
• Conclusion phase
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A common model for project
management promotes and encourages a
business-focused behavior in all projects
and in all phases of the individual project.
It facilitates negotiations and business
decisions, and inspires customers and
subcontractors with confidence.
By using the same templates for project
management documents in all projects,
project follow-up and monitoring within
an organization will become more
efficient.
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Project Management Model
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Prestudy Phase

Definition

Purpose

The prestudy phase is the preparatory phase
in the project model, before the project is
formally started. During the prestudy phase,
the business opportunity for the expected
outcome of the potential project is assessed.
All the relevant commercial, technical and
organizational aspects are considered and
addressed.

The purpose of the prestudy phase is to
ensure that a business idea is technically and
commercially feasible, that it will fulfill the
expressed and unexpressed requirements and
needs of the customer, and will be aligned
with the organization’s business direction.
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Prestudy Phase

PRESTUDY PHASE

Preconditions

The precondition for starting the prestudy phase is an
Assignment Specification for a prestudy.
To establish, in a formal and structured
way, the viability of a business
opportunity during a prestudy, will
create a foundation of management
confidence and commitment upon
which the project will rest.
Allowing ideas for business
opportunities to be tested and analyzed
in prestudies promotes an environment
that fosters creativity. This allows the
organization to acknowledge
entrepreneurs and support business
opportunities, and proves that
management is open and believes in the
future.

Prestudy Phase Organization

A team consisting of experts performs the prestudy work.
If the prestudy is performed as a part of the organization’s
regular operations, the three functions of the project
organization – the project steering function, the project
management function and the project executing function –
are perhaps not fully developed.
Complex prestudies that require comprehensive work can be
run as projects on their own.
Analysis of a Business Idea

In the prestudy phase, a business idea is assessed from a
technical and commercial perspective. Stakeholders should
be identified. Their expressed and unexpressed requirements
and expectations on the potential project and its expected
outcome should be collected and analyzed. The resources and
the competence needed for the project should be identified.
In order to decide whether or not to make these resources
available for the potential project, the project’s alignment
with the organization’s business direction should be
established.
The prestudy also includes the preparation of a budget and a
time-schedule for the feasibility study phase, as a basis for
the decision to start the feasibility study. The prestudy work
should be documented and handed over to the project
sponsor as a basis for the tollgate 1 decision.
An Active Project Steering Function

Since a number of decisions may have to be made at
management level also between the tollgates, an active and
present project steering function is required during the
prestudy. This includes decisions during contract
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negotiations with the customer and subcontractors, or
strategy decisions on whether or not to apply external
provisioning or incremental development.
To Terminate a Prestudy

The project sponsor is responsible for making the tollgate 1
decision. This responsibility includes the decision to
terminate the prestudy if this turns out to be what best
serves the organization and the customer.
The decision to terminate a prestudy before or at tollgate 1
is a decision to start project conclusion. This includes
deciding how to take care of the result from the prestudy
work. Experiences and observations made should be
documented and lessons learned transferred to the
organization in order for future prestudies to be able to fully
benefit from the experiences made.

A prestudy is an investigation of a
business idea. The vital aspect is to
understand the risks and opportunities
related to it. In order to fully benefit
from all ideas in an organization, a large
number of prestudies should be started,
out of which only a small number should
and will result in a project.
A prestudy can be initiated to evaluate a
request for quotation from a customer
and to assess its alignment with the
organization’s business direction, the cost
for submitting a tender and the business
opportunity of a potential order.
All relevant commercial, technical and
organizational aspects of the potential
project and its expected outcome should
be considered. This will ensure that the
business risk is fully understood by the
project sponsor.
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PRESTUDY PHASE

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor (or the sponsor for the prestudy) is
responsible for:
• making the tollgate 0 decision, if applicable,
• ensuring that the Assignment Specification for the
prestudy is prepared, and ordering the prestudy work,
• appointing a person to be responsible for the prestudy,
• taking the financial responsibility for the prestudy,
• making the tollgate 1 decision,
(If the project scope has changed because of what has come
out of the prestudy work, the tollgate 1 decision may be
made by a person different from the sponsor for the prestudy
phase. This person will be the project sponsor.)
• performing the other activities described for the prestudy
phase in the project steering model.
Project Management Function

The person appointed responsible for the prestudy phase
manages and controls the prestudy work. This can be the
future project manager, a person especially appointed for the
assignment, or an expert in the organization with the
authority to perform such work.
The project manager (or the person responsible for the
prestudy) is responsible for:
• performing the activities in the prestudy phase of the
project management model.
Project Executing Function

All prestudy team members are responsible for:
• taking an active part in the prestudy work.
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Managers, in their roles as resource owners, are responsible
for:
• supporting their own personnel in the prestudy work,
• contributing with their competence in
– assessing the coherence between the potential project’s
need for resources and the resources available in the
organization,
– analyzing the competence development needed in the
potential project,
– supporting the project manager when he or she
suggests a strategy for the potential project,
• taking an active part in estimating the workload for the
potential project.
Managers, in their roles as receivers, are responsible for:
• formulating the receiving unit’s requirements on the
project and the project outcome, related to the future
management of the project outcome,
• evaluating the implications of the expected project
outcome for the receiving unit.

Prestudy Phase

During the prestudy phase, the following activities in the
project management model should be performed:
• Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
• Coaching, Integration and Control
• Project Analysis
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Prestudy Phase

PRESTUDY PHASE
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
Prestudy Phase

TG0

Definition

Purpose

Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding is a
recurrent activity in the project management
model during which the current phase of the
project is planned and resources are secured
and committed to the project and its
outcome.

The purpose of the activity Phase Start-Up
and Teambuilding is to create a solid
foundation for the current phase of the
project, and to create and maintain
confidence in and commitment to the project
and its outcome.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

PRESTUDY PHASE

Spending time on the activity Phase
Start-Up and Teambuilding will create a
good working climate and give the
project manager a chance to build an
efficient and motivated team. In order to
meet the needs of project members from
different cultural and organizational
backgrounds, teambuilding activities
should be adapted to the composition of
the project organization, and comprise a
balance between socializing and workrelated activities.
Information meetings and teambuilding
activities will reduce the risk of
frustration and duplication of work
because of misunderstandings and
ignorance.
Involving project members in the
breakdown of objectives and detailed
planning of their own tasks will increase
confidence in the project plans, and
create teams aligned with the project
goal.

Prestudy Phase

During the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding in the
prestudy phase, the project
manager should perform the
relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist
below:

Integration Management

• Analyze the preconditions for the prestudy phase in the
Assignment Specification for the prestudy.
• Ensure that the prestudy objectives are communicated and
understood.
• Ensure that the constraints for the prestudy work, such as
security measures, policies and standards that must be
adhered to, are communicated and understood by all.
• Ensure that experiences from previous prestudies and
projects are identified and made available for the prestudy
team members.
• Identify stakeholders and establish procedures for
involving the different prestudy stakeholders in the
prestudy work, such as prestudy meetings and meetings
with and reporting to the sponsor for the prestudy.
Customer Reporting

• If applicable, plan and establish customer contacts.
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Confirmation and Breakdown of Objectives

• Analyze the preconditions for the prestudy phase, and the
requirements on the prestudy outcome.
• Involve the prestudy members when breaking down the
prestudy objectives.

Quality System Establishment and Verification

• Establish and implement:
– Security measures
– Prestudy work model, methods, tools, etc.
– Reviews of the prestudy outcome

Prestudy Planning

• Prepare detailed plans for the prestudy phase:
– Break down the prestudy work and identify and
describe the work packages.
– Find dependencies between the work packages and
sequence them.
– Estimate the duration of each work package.
• Prepare a time-schedule for the prestudy and ensure that
it is within the time limits set in the Assignment
Specification for the prestudy.

Prestudy Budget

• Establish, document and communicate procedures to be
followed in the accounting system.

During the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding, all teams entering the
project should be informed about the
business context in which the project
takes place. Project members should be
given the opportunity to fully understand
the prerequisites for and constraints on
the project in order to be able to focus on
what is most essential.
To ensure that project members obtain a
business-oriented attitude to the work,
everyone involved in the current phase of
the project should participate in the
detailed planning and budgeting of their
own work.
Spending time on the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding will mean less time
spent on problems and conflict-solving
later in the project. Expenses for
misunderstandings and for duplication of
work will be minimized.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

PRESTUDY PHASE

Project Organization and Roles

• Identify the resources needed in the prestudy phase
(human resources, tools, equipment, material, etc.).
• Estimate the amount of work and the competence needed.
• Prepare a budget for the prestudy and ensure that it is
within the cost limit set in the Assignment Specification
for the prestudy.

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager
during the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding by actively showing
their support and commitment.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding.

Prestudy Organization Establishment and Teambuilding

• Establish the prestudy organization.
• Gather the members of the prestudy team for start-up
meetings. Communicate the prestudy plans.
• Make sure that all prestudy team members are involved in
the work and allowed to contribute, and that they fully
understand their tasks.
• Perform activities to create a good working climate
encouraging excellence, trust and respect among all those
involved in the prestudy.

Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding in his or her subproject.
The project members are responsible for:
• participating in teambuilding
activities,
• keeping themselves informed about
security regulations, reporting
routines, delivery dates, etc.

Information Management

• Make sure that the information needed is available for
prestudy members and other stakeholders.
• Establish guidelines for information distribution and for
different types of meetings.

Uncertainty Management

• Communicate the identified risks and opportunities.
• Encourage all prestudy team members to anticipate and
identify risks and opportunities and to report them.
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Internal Staff Acquisition

• Negotiate with the resource owners for the resources
needed in the prestudy phase. See to it that experts are
engaged to cover all aspects of the potential project.
• Prepare and sign resource contracts for the prestudy phase
with the managers acting as resource owners.
External Staff Acquisition

• Follow the organization’s routines for procurement when
engaging subcontractors and consultants for the prestudy
work.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

PRESTUDY PHASE
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Coaching, Integration and Control
Prestudy Phase

nment
fication

Definition

Purpose

Coaching, Integration and Control is a
continuous activity in the project
management model during which the project
manager steers the project toward its goal by
coaching the project team and managing the
interfaces between stakeholders, while
keeping full control over time, costs and
results.

The purpose of the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control is to ensure that the
project is managed in a formal and
structured manner that fulfills the
organization’s and the customer’s demands.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

PRESTUDY PHASE

The project manager must possess good
leadership and human skills in order to
be able to encourage and coach the
project team in its efforts to reach the
project goal. Initiatives for
improvements should be encouraged,
and good performance and competence
development within the team
acknowledged.
The project organization should be
continuously adjusted in order to allow
people to make use of their knowledge
and experiences in the best possible way
for the project and the organization.

Prestudy Phase

During the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control in the
prestudy phase, the project
manager should perform the
relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist
below:

Integration Management

In a working climate in which all project
members are committed to their tasks
and respect each other’s work, highquality results will be delivered
whenever and wherever needed, and
handed over in accordance with the
agreements made.

• Ensure that the constraints on the prestudy work, such as
security measures, policies and standards, are
communicated and understood.
• Ensure that experiences from previous prestudies and
projects are identified and taken into account in the
prestudy work.

For efficient and smooth cooperation and
integration, communication paths must
be clear and understood. Information
must be available simultaneously within
the entire project organization, and it
must be reliable and kept up-to-date.

Contacts with the Project Steering Function

• Ensure that the prestudy has access to people with the
authority to:
– initiate and order work packages,
– provide the prestudy with human resources with
appropriate skills and competence,
– manage the interfaces between work packages, and
make sure that the dependencies are clearly understood,
– implement, verify and communicate any changes to the
prestudy budget, plans and specifications.
• Report progress to the project sponsor according to the
agreements made.
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Customer Reporting

• Report progress to the customer according to what has
been agreed with the customer.
• Ensure that customer contacts are carried out as agreed.
Continuously evaluate and improve the management of
the customer interface.

Scope Control

• Ensure that all efforts are focused and aligned with the
objectives set for the prestudy.
• Collect data on the results achieved.
• Suggest changes and corrective action regarding the scope
of the prestudy.
• The sponsor for the prestudy must confirm any major
changes affecting the limits of the prestudy.

Quality Control

• Monitor prestudy performance. Check that the agreed
working methods are adhered to, and that the tools are
used.
• Continuously compare the results achieved with the
prestudy sponsor’s requirements and with the customer’s
needs.
Milestone Review

• If applicable, perform milestone reviews and decide on
relevant action.

During the activity Coaching, Integration
and Control, the business focus in the
project organization is maintained while
the project performance is measured,
analyzed and improved. This will ensure
that the best possible strategy is applied,
and that resources are used in a way that
is beneficial to both the project and the
organization.
In a working climate that rewards
initiatives, project members will
contribute by identifying and suggesting
timesaving, cost-reducing and qualityimproving measures.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

PRESTUDY PHASE

Schedule Control
Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager in the
activity Coaching, Integration and
Control,
• making decisions on suggestions from
the project manager on matters that
are beyond the authority of the
project manager.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control.

• Gather reports on prestudy performance. Compare the
results achieved with what has been planned.
• Gather information about the actual status of, and
preconditions for, the remaining work.
• Use any deviations from the time-schedule as a basis for
continuous improvement of the prestudy plans.

Cost Control

• Continuously monitor the consumed resources and the
reported costs for the prestudy work through the planning
system and the cost accounting system.
• Continuously evaluate working methods and the use of
resources in the prestudy work and suggest improvements
to ensure an efficient use of resources and a reduction of
prestudy costs.

Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for:
• the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control in his or her subproject,
• reporting the progress of his or her
subproject to the project manager.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• reporting progress to the project
manager or, if applicable, to the
subproject manager.

Coaching

• Continuously work on creating a good working climate by
listening and giving feedback, support and
encouragement. Make sure that all members of the
prestudy team are involved and allowed to contribute.
• Ensure that the work environment encourages excellence,
trust and respect among all those involved in the prestudy.
• Ensure that the roles held by individual members of the
prestudy team are clearly defined and that all team
members understand the responsibilities attached to their
roles.
• Continuously work on developing individual and team
skills and improving team performance.
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Prestudy Closure

• If the prestudy team leaves the project after the prestudy
phase has been concluded, see to it that
– the team members’ efforts are properly acknowledged,
– the competence development that has taken place, at
the individual as well as at the team level, is
communicated to the team members’ resource owners,
so that it can be benefited from by both the individual
and the organization,
– the experiences the team members have made are
taken into account and communicated.

Communication Control

• Ensure complete and relevant communication within the
prestudy organization. Pay particular attention to the
interfaces between functions and units where
misunderstandings and conflicts occur frequently.
• Ensure that the relevant descriptions of prestudy
procedures are available for those who need them.
Meetings

• Inform about the progress in meetings that are open to
everyone involved in the prestudy.
• Make sure that the prestudy team members are aware of
any decisions that will have impact on their work.
• Take minutes of meetings. Particularly stress decisions
made, outstanding issues and agreed action. Distribute
the minutes to relevant stakeholders as agreed.

Risk Response Control

• Act on risks related to the prestudy work when they
occur.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

PRESTUDY PHASE

• Encourage prestudy members to anticipate and identify
risks and opportunities and to report them.
• Perform risk and opportunity identification when
significant decisions are made. Analyze the identified risks
and opportunities and their consequences.

External provisioning:
Subcontract Administration

• If subcontractors are engaged in the prestudy, collect
information on subcontractor performance, progress,
quality, cost and time according to the procedures defined
in the contract with the subcontractor.
• Verify that the performance of the subcontractor meets the
contract requirements. Give feedback to subcontractors
and inform about any action agreed on.
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Project Analysis

Definition

Purpose

Project Analysis is an activity in the prestudy
phase during which a rough estimate is made
of the different implementation alternatives
open to the project.

The purpose of the activity Project Analysis is
to identify and describe the business reality
of the expected project outcome, and to
provide a basis for a business assessment of
the different strategies for how to continue
the project.
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Project Analysis

PRESTUDY PHASE

The level of confidence in the future
project is based on the confidence in the
prestudy team’s reliability, expertise and
professionalism. Therefore, it is
important that experts representing all
aspects of the project outcome are
involved in the project analysis and
allowed to contribute.
To increase the level of confidence and to
prevent any future changes in the
requirements on the project and its
outcome, the activity Project Analysis
should include an identification of
internal and external stakeholders and
how these can affect the project in the
future.

Prestudy Phase

During the activity Project
Analysis in the prestudy phase,
the project manager should
perform the relevant tasks in
the project management
processes as described in the
checklist below:

Assignment Analysis

• Analyze the Assignment Specification for the prestudy.
• Analyze the preconditions for the business opportunity –
and the consequences for the organization of a potential
project and its expected outcome.
• Identify what previous projects and prestudies can provide
information and valuable experience. Analyze the Project
Specifications, Final Reports and other project documents.
Identification of Project Interfaces

• Identify internal and external stakeholders and analyze
their impact on the potential project and its expected
outcome.
• Identify the organizational, technical and interpersonal
interfaces.
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Requirement acquisition

• Formulate requirements related to the project outcome
by identifying and analyzing the expressed and
unexpressed needs of the customer and other
stakeholders, while taking the technical development,
competitors, the market, etc. into consideration.
Identification of Alternative Solutions

• Outline the features of the expected project outcome.
• Formulate different implementation alternatives for the
expected project outcome.
Intellectual Property Rights

• Investigate whether any intellectual property rights
(patents, copyrights, trademarks, registered names,
licenses, etc.) are applicable for the expected project
outcome. This includes protecting results from project
development work or avoiding infringement on the
rights of others.

Project Strategy Analysis

• Formulate the requirements related to processes and
project performance by analyzing the expressed and
unexpressed needs of the customer and other
stakeholders.
• Analyze alternative strategies for how to fulfill the
requirements:
– Analyze the external and internal constraints on the
project.
– Investigate what provisioning and product
development strategies are recommended in the
organization for the area in question.

The activity Project Analysis should result
in a clearly formulated business
opportunity, based on different
implementation alternatives open to the
project and its outcome. This will create a
foundation on which the business
assessment of the potential project is
based. It is important that all aspects of
the potential project are elucidated.
Technical, commercial, product and
organizational experts participate in the
analysis.
During the activity Project Analysis, all
project stakeholders should be identified
and involved to ensure that they will
contribute to successful project
completion.
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Project Analysis

PRESTUDY PHASE

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The prestudy sponsor is responsible for:
• providing the prestudy team with the
background information needed to
complete the assignment,
• supporting the project manager in the
activity Project Analysis to ensure a
solid foundation for the tollgate 1
decision.

– Investigate whether external provisioning is an
alternative to in-house development.
– Evaluate different development technologies. If
incremental development is an option, strategies for
this should be outlined already at this early stage.
– Analyze existing work models (or PROPS applications)
for the suggested strategies.
Intellectual Property Rights

• Ensure that all tools, equipment, etc. used in the project
are legally purchased or licensed by the performing
organization.
• Analyze how the intellectual property rights related to
purchased products and tools will affect the possibility of
using these products and tools in the project or the project
outcome.

Project Management Function

The person responsible for the prestudy
phase is responsible for the activity
Project Analysis.
Project Executing Function

The prestudy team members are
responsible for:
• providing the knowledge and
information needed to conclude the
activity Project Analysis,
• taking an active part in the Project
Analysis.

For Each Implementation Alternative:
Work Breakdown

• Make a work package decomposition of the project at a
high level.
Project Time-Schedule

• Outline a rough time-schedule for the project.

For each implementation alternative:
Resource Planning

• Identify the resource requirements (human resources,
tools, equipment, material, etc.).
• Identify where external provisioning is a cost-efficient
alternative to in-house development.
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• Estimate the amount of work and the competence
needed, and make a rough estimate of the total project
cost.
Cost-Benefit Analysis

• Estimate tangible and intangible costs and benefits, and
assess the relative desirability of the alternative.

Organizational Analysis

• Identify what constraints will limit the project
organization’s options, such as organizational structure
within the performing organization, collective
agreements, culture, personal preferences and
dependencies on key personnel. Analyze their effects on
the project’s interfaces.
• Identify the effect these constraints have on different
implementation alternatives.
• Analyze the need for training and recruiting.

Communication Analysis

• Identify what constraints will affect the communication
options of the potential project, such as geographical
spread, culture, language, information technology and
security demands.
• Identify the effect these constraints have on different
implementation alternatives.
• If applicable, establish a strategy for handling
confidential information, for instance if external suppliers
will be used in the potential project.
• Establish a strategy for managing the communication
flow particularly important to the potential project.
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Project Analysis

PRESTUDY PHASE

Risk and Opportunity Identification

• Identify major risks and opportunities for the different
alternatives. Consider, for instance:
– Technology
– Experience and competence
– Customer
– Geographical spread
– Different organizational, regional and national cultures
– Market and competition
Security Analysis

• Analyze the security demands on the potential project and
suggest a strategy for security classification.

External Provisioning:
Pre-Selection of Suppliers

• Initiate an analysis of the supplier market.
• Collect supplier data.
• Make a preliminary evaluation and pre-selection of
possible suppliers.
Pre-Selection of Objects

• Identify and make a preliminary evaluation of possible
procurement objects.
• Investigate whether similar objects have been procured
before within the organization.
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Elaboration of Requirements

• Formulate requirements on procurement objects at a
level of detail and quality sufficient for continued
negotiation and evaluation.
Elaboration of Negotiation Framework

• Compile negotiation requirements and formulate
negotiation objectives and strategy.

Prestudy Documentation

• Document the result of the prestudy and hand it over to
the project sponsor according to the procedures defined in
the Assignment Specification.
Feasibility Study Quality Planning

• Identify what quality standards are applicable and
required for the feasibility study.
• Suggest which processes, working methods and tools
should be used in the feasibility study phase.
Feasibility Study Schedule Development

• Estimate the time needed for the feasibility study.
Feasibility Study Cost Budget

• Estimate the amount of work needed and the cost for the
feasibility study.
• Identify the resources and competence needed for the
feasibility study.
Feasibility Study Staff Acquisition

• Identify a person who will be responsible for the
feasibility study phase.
Preferably, this is the same person as the future project
manager.
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Project Analysis

PRESTUDY PHASE
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Feasibility Study Phase

Definition

Purpose

The feasibility study phase is the phase in
the project model during which the project
is outlined and preparations for successful
project completion are made.

The purpose of the feasibility study phase is
to decide on a project strategy, define the
project goal and prepare project plans in
order to provide a solid foundation for
successful project execution and completion.
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Feasibility Study Phase

Preconditions

The preconditions for starting the feasibility study phase are:
• a tollgate 1 decision to start the feasibility study,
• an Assignment Specification for the feasibility study.
In order to ensure full commitment to
the project goal and confidence in the
projects plans, it is important to involve
all those who will perform project
execution in the specification and
planning of the project.
All the stakeholders with an interest in
the project and its outcome should be
identified and involved to make sure that
all aspects of the project are considered
and to limit the risk of future changes to
the project scope.
The project sponsor should take an
active part in the definition the project
goal and strategy, thus demonstrating
his or her confidence in and
commitment to the project.

Feasibility Study Phase Organization

A team consisting of people from all the competence areas
involved carries out the feasibility study work.
Complex feasibility studies that require comprehensive work
at many levels can be run as projects on their own.
A Basis for Successful Project Execution

During the feasibility study the project scope is defined, the
project goal is formulated, the project organization defined,
and risks and opportunities assessed. A quality system for
the project is defined to ensure that the project outcome and
performance will be aligned with the organization’s and the
customer’s quality demands.
Project plans are prepared at a level detailed enough to
establish realistic time and cost limits for the project and
ensure proper control over it. Internal and external resources
needed in the project are identified and agreements for
procurement made.
The feasibility study work is documented in the Project
Specification, which will be handed over to the project
sponsor for the tollgate 2 decision.
An Active Project Steering Function

During the feasibility study phase, the project sponsor may
have to make a number of strategic decisions. In order to
ensure control of the business decision process, it is
important that the project sponsor is closely involved in the
project work.
In the case of customer order driven development or
customer order projects, such decisions may involve tender
submission or contract approval. For product provisioning
projects, the project sponsor may have to take part in
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decisions regarding different strategies in the project, for
example decisions on using new technologies, external
provisioning or new development models, such as
incremental development.
To Terminate a Feasibility Study

The project sponsor is responsible for making the decision
to terminate the feasibility study if this turns out to be
what best serves the organization and the customer.
A decision to terminate a feasibility study before or at
tollgate 2 is a decision to start project conclusion. This
includes deciding how to take care of the results achieved in
the feasibility study. Experiences and observations made
should be documented and lessons learned transferred to the
organization in order for future projects to be able to fully
benefit from the experiences made.

In the feasibility study, the organization’s
costs for project execution and its
duration are calculated.
The documented result from the
feasibility study is assessed at tollgate 2.
After tollgate 2, this will constitute the
basis for the business agreement between
the project sponsor and the project
manager.
The result from the feasibility study can
be used as a basis when a business case or
a tender to a customer is formulated.
However, market analyses and business
agreements with the customer, and other
activities related to the commercial
aspects of the project, are often performed
by someone in the project steering
function, or by a unit in the organization,
external to the project.
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Feasibility Study Phase

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• ensuring that the Assignment Specification for the
feasibility study is prepared, and ordering the prestudy
work,
• appointing the project manager,
• taking the financial responsibility for the feasibility study,
• making the tollgate 2 decision and approving the Project
Specification,
• performing the other activities described for the feasibility
study phase in the project steering model.
Project Management Function

The feasibility study work is managed and controlled by a
person appointed responsible for the feasibility study phase.
It is advisable that this is the project manager for project
execution.
The project manager (or the person responsible for the
feasibility study) is responsible for:
• performing the activities in the feasibility study phase of
the project management model.
Project Executing Function

The project team members are responsible for:
• supporting the project manager in the feasibility study
work,
• planning their own tasks and delivering results according
to specifications from the project manager.
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Managers, in their roles as resource owners, are responsible
for:
• support their own personnel and the project manager in
the feasibility study work,
• contributing with their competence when the project
manager suggests a strategy, methods and tools for the
project,
• supporting the project manager when he or she prepares
the quality plan,
• taking an active part in the activity
Project Resource Procurement.
Managers, in their roles as receivers, are responsible for:
• supporting the project manager in evaluating the
consequences of the requirements on the project for the
receiving unit,
• suggesting, developing and evaluating the procedures
and resources needed for the hand-over of the project
outcome to the receiving unit.

Feasibility Study Phase

During the feasibility study phase, the following activities
in the project management model should be performed:
• Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
• Coaching, Integration and Control
• Project Specification and Planning
• Project Resource Procurement
• Preparation of the Project Specification

Project Specification
in PROPS Document Guide
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Feasibility Study Phase
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
Feasibility Study Phase

TG1

Definition

Purpose

Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding is a
recurrent activity in the project management
model during which the current phase of the
project is planned and resources are secured
and committed to the project and its
outcome.

The purpose of the activity Phase Start-Up
and Teambuilding is to create a solid
foundation for the current phase of the
project, and to create and maintain
confidence in and commitment to the project
and its outcome.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

Spending time on the activity Phase
Start-Up and Teambuilding will create a
good working climate and give the
project manager a chance to build an
efficient and motivated team. In order to
meet the needs of project members from
different cultural and organizational
backgrounds, teambuilding activities
should be adapted to the composition of
the project organization, and comprise a
balance between socializing and workrelated activities.
Information meetings and teambuilding
activities will reduce the risk of
frustration and duplication of work
because of misunderstandings and
ignorance.
Involving project members in the
breakdown of objectives and detailed
planning of their own tasks will increase
confidence in the project plans, and
create teams aligned with the project
goal.

Feasibility Study Phase

During the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding in the
feasibility study phase, the
project manager should
perform the relevant tasks in
the project management
processes as described in the
checklist below:

Integration Management

• Ensure that the feasibility study objectives are
communicated and understood.
• Ensure that the constraints for the feasibility study work,
such as security measures, policies and standards that
must be adhered to, are communicated and understood by
all.
• Ensure that experiences from previous projects are
identified and made available for the project team
members.
• Establish procedures for involving the different project
stakeholders in the feasibility study work, such as project
meetings and meetings with and reporting to the project
sponsor and the rest of the project steering group.
Customer Reporting

• If applicable, plan and establish customer contacts.
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Confirmation and Breakdown of Objectives

• Analyze the preconditions for the feasibility study phase,
and the requirements on the feasibility outcome.
• Involve the project members when breaking down the
feasibility study objectives.

Quality System Establishment and Verification

• Establish and implement:
– Security measures
– Feasibility work model, methods, tools, etc.
– Reviews of the feasibility study outcome

Feasibility Study Planning

• Prepare detailed plans for the feasibility study phase:
– Break down the feasibility study work and identify
and describe the work packages.
– Find dependencies between the work packages and
sequence them.
– Estimate the duration of each work package.
• Prepare a time-schedule for the feasibility study and
ensure that it is within the time limits set in the
Assignment Specification for the feasibility study.

Feasibility Study Budget

• Establish, document and communicate procedures to be
followed in the accounting system.

During the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding, all teams entering the
project should be informed about the
business context in which the project
takes place. Project members should be
given the opportunity to fully understand
the prerequisites for and constraints on
the project in order to be able to focus on
what is most essential.
To ensure that project members obtain a
business-oriented attitude to the work,
everyone involved in the current phase of
the project should participate in the
detailed planning and budgeting of their
own work.
Spending time on the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding will mean less time
spent on problems and conflict-solving
later in the project. Expenses for
misunderstandings and for duplication of
work will be minimized.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

Project Organization and Roles

• Identify the resources needed in the feasibility study
phase (human resources, tools, equipment, material, etc.).
• Estimate the amount of work and the competence needed.
• Prepare a budget for the feasibility study and ensure that
it is within the cost limit set in the Assignment
Specification for the feasibility study.

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager
during the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding by actively showing
their support and commitment.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding.
Project Executing Function

Feasibility Study Organization
Establishment and Teambuilding

• Establish the feasibility study organization.
• Gather the project team members involved in the
feasibility study for start-up meetings. Communicate the
feasibility study plans.
• Make sure that all project team members involved in the
feasibility study work are allowed to contribute, and that
they fully understand their tasks.
• Perform activities to create a good working climate
encouraging excellence, trust and respect among all those
involved in the feasibility study.

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding in his or her subproject.
The project members are responsible for:
• participating in teambuilding
activities,
• keeping themselves informed about
security regulations, reporting
routines, delivery dates, etc.

Information Management

• Make sure that the information needed is available for
project members and other stakeholders, for instance by
setting up a project library.
• Establish guidelines for information distribution and for
different types of meetings.

Uncertainty Management

• Communicate the identified risks and opportunities.
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• Encourage all project members to anticipate and identify
risks and opportunities and to report them.

Internal Staff Acquisition

• Negotiate with the resource owners for the resources
needed in the feasibility study phase. See to it that
experts are engaged to cover all aspects of the project.
• Prepare and sign resource contracts for the feasibility
study phase with the managers acting as resource owners.
External Staff Acquisition

• Follow the organization’s routines for procurement when
engaging subcontractors and consultants for the
feasibility study work.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
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Coaching, Integration and Control
Feasibility Study Phase

ress
rt

Definition

Purpose

Coaching, Integration and Control is a
continuous activity in the project
management model during which the project
manager steers the project toward its goal by
coaching the project team and managing the
interfaces between stakeholders, while
keeping full control over time, costs and
results.

The purpose of the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control is to ensure that the
project is managed in a formal and
structured manner that fulfills the
organization’s and the customer’s demands.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

The project manager must possess good
leadership and human skills in order to
be able to encourage and coach the
project team in its efforts to reach the
project goal. Initiatives for
improvements should be encouraged,
and good performance and competence
development within the team
acknowledged.
The project organization should be
continuously adjusted in order to allow
people to make use of their knowledge
and experiences in the best possible way
for the project and the organization.

Feasibility Study Phase

During the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control in the
feasibility study phase, the
project manager should
perform the relevant tasks in
the project management
processes as described in the
checklist below:

Integration Management

In a working climate in which all project
members are committed to their tasks
and respect each other’s work, highquality results will be delivered
whenever and wherever needed, and
handed over in accordance with the
agreements made.

• Ensure that the constraints on the feasibility study work,
such as security measures, policies and standards, are
communicated and understood.
• Ensure that experiences from previous projects are
identified and taken into account in the feasibility study
work.

For efficient and smooth cooperation and
integration, communication paths must
be clear and understood. Information
must be available simultaneously within
the entire project organization, and it
must be reliable and kept up-to-date.

Contacts with the Project Steering Function

• Ensure that the project has access to people with the
authority to:
– initiate and order work packages,
– provide the feasibility study with human resources
with appropriate skills and competence,
– manage the interfaces between work packages, and
make sure that the dependencies are clearly understood,
– implement, verify and communicate any changes to the
feasibility study budget, plans and specifications.
• Report progress to the project sponsor according to the
agreements made.
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Customer Reporting

• Report progress to the customer according to what has
been agreed with the customer.
• Ensure that customer contacts are carried out as agreed.
Continuously evaluate and improve the management of
the customer interface.

Scope Control

• Ensure that all efforts are focused and aligned with the
objectives set for the feasibility study.
• Collect data on the results achieved from, for instance,
milestone reviews, the project library, Progress Reports
and personal contacts with the project members.
• Suggest changes and corrective action regarding the scope
of the feasibility study.
• The project sponsor must confirm any major changes
affecting the time and cost limits of the feasibility study.

Quality Control

• Monitor project performance. Check that the agreed
working methods are adhered to, and that the tools are
used.
• Continuously compare the results achieved with the
project sponsor’s requirements and with the customer’s
needs.
Milestone Review

• Perform milestone reviews. Decide on actions, such as:
– Acceptance decisions
– Decisions on rework
– Decisions on improvements of performance
– Process adjustments

During the activity Coaching, Integration
and Control, the business focus in the
project organization is maintained while
the project performance is measured,
analyzed and improved. This will ensure
that the best possible strategy is applied,
and that resources are used in a way that
is beneficial to both the project and the
organization.
In a working climate that rewards
initiatives, project members will
contribute by identifying and suggesting
timesaving, cost-reducing and qualityimproving measures.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

Schedule Control
Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager in the
activity Coaching, Integration and
Control,
• making decisions on suggestions from
the project manager on matters that
are beyond the authority of the
project manager.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control.

• Gather reports on project performance. Compare the
results achieved with what has been planned.
• Gather information about the preconditions for the
remaining work.
• Identify any deviations from the time-schedule and their
underlying causes. Analyze the consequences.
• Use deviations from the time-schedule as a basis for
continuous improvement of the feasibility study plans.

Cost Control

• Continuously monitor the consumed resources and the
reported costs for the feasibility study work through the
planning system and the cost accounting system.
• Continuously evaluate working methods and the use of
resources in the project work and suggest improvements
to ensure an efficient use of resources and a reduction of
project costs.

Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for:
• the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control in his or her subproject,
• reporting the progress of his or her
subproject to the project manager.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• reporting progress to the project
manager or, if applicable, to the
subproject manager.

Coaching

• Continuously work on creating a good working climate by
listening and giving feedback, support and
encouragement. Make sure that all project team members
involved in the feasibility study are involved and allowed
to contribute.
• Ensure that the work environment encourages excellence,
trust and respect among all those involved in the
feasibility study.
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• Ensure that the project roles are clearly defined and that
all project members understand the responsibilities
attached to the roles they hold.
• Continuously work on developing individual and team
skills and improving team performance.
Changes in the Project Organization

• Continuously evaluate the project organizational
structure to ensure that it meets the needs of the project
and its stakeholders.
• When teams leave the project, see to it that
– the team members’ efforts are properly acknowledged
by their organization and by the project,
– the competence development that has taken place, at
the individual as well as at the team level, is
communicated to the team members’ resource owners,
so that it can be benefited from by both the individual
and the organization,
– the experiences the team members have made are
taken into account and communicated.

Communication Control

• Ensure complete and relevant project communication.
Pay particular attention to the interfaces between
functions and units where misunderstandings and
conflicts occur frequently.
• Ensure that the relevant descriptions of project
procedures are available for those who need them.
Meetings

• Inform about the progress in meetings that are open to
everyone involved in the feasibility study.
• Make sure that the project team members involved in the
feasibility study are aware of any decisions that will have
an impact on their work.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

• Arrange meetings with members of the project team at
regular intervals in order to win their commitment. Make
sure that they are aware of any decisions that will have an
impact on their work.
• Take minutes of meetings. Particularly stress decisions
made, outstanding issues and agreed action. Distribute
the minutes to relevant stakeholders as agreed.

Risk Response Control

• Communicate the major risks and opportunities identified
for the project and ensure that activity lists and
contingency plans are known, understood and kept updated.
• Act on risks related to the feasibility study work when
they occur.
• Perform risk and opportunity identification when
significant decisions are made. Encourage project
members to anticipate and identify new risks and
opportunities and to report them. Analyze the identified
risks and opportunities and their consequences.

External provisioning:
Subcontract Administration

• If subcontractors are engaged in the feasibility study,
collect information on subcontractor performance,
progress, quality, cost and time according to the
procedures defined in the contract with the subcontractor.
• Verify that the performance of the subcontractor meets the
contract requirements. Give feedback to subcontractors
and inform about any action agreed on.
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Project Specification and Planning

Definition

Purpose

Project Specification and Planning is an activity
in the feasibility study phase during which
the project is specified and described.
During this activity, the foundation for the
project is created, and the Project
Specification, which describes the business
agreement between the project manager and
the project sponsor, is prepared.

The purpose of the activity Project
Specification and Planning is to create a solid
and unambiguous foundation for the project,
which will give all stakeholders, both inside
and outside the project organization, a shared
view on the project and its outcome, and the
opportunities it brings about.
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Project Specification and Planning

All relevant stakeholders, both inside
and outside the project organization,
should be involved when the project is
specified and planned. This will create
an understanding of the project’s
strategy, goal and plans, as well as
alignment with the project’s business
direction.
An understanding of the constraints and
quality demands, as well as commitment
to the working methods used, is essential
for high-quality performance, loyalty to
project management and confidence in
the project plans.
Participating in the activity Project
Specification and Planning will create an
understanding of the project, and how
the role and responsibilities of each
individual project member relate to one
another.

Feasibility Study Phase

During the activity Project
Specification and Planning in the
feasibility study phase, the
project manager should perform
the relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist below:

Assignment Analysis

• Analyze the Assignment Specification for the feasibility
study and the preconditions for the project.
• Ensure that the relevant historical data are available in the
project (estimating data, constraints, etc.).
• Analyze information about relevant previous projects, in
for example Project Specifications, Final Reports and other
project documents that can provide valuable information.
Identification of Project Interfaces

• Identify internal and external stakeholders and analyze the
impact they could have on the project.
• Identify project interfaces (organizational, technical and
interpersonal) with the customer and other relevant
stakeholders.
• Analyze the project’s connections to other projects and
operations within the organization.
• Decide whether a separate quality plan should be prepared
or not. Decide on who should be on the distribution list.
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Contacts with the Project Steering Function

• Involve the project steering function in the specification
and planning of the project so that strategic decisions
can be made whenever needed.
Preparation for Hand-Over of Project Outcome

• Prepare for the activity Hand-Over of Project Outcome by
involving all functions concerned with the future
handling of the project outcome.
Customer Contacts

• Decide on routines for how to involve the customer and
other external stakeholders in the specification and
planning of the project.
• Report to the customer according to the agreements
made.

Requirements and Expected Project Outcome

• Analyze and describe the requirements, expectations and
needs as formulated by the project sponsor and/or the
customer. Discuss the requirements with the customer
and the project sponsor.
• Compare the requirements with the project’s ability to
meet them.
• Define the expected project outcome. Identify the
alternatives, and estimate and assess their tangible and
intangible costs and benefits.
Formulation of Project Goal

• Decide and formulate the project goal as regards time,
costs and expected outcome in measurable terms.
• Ensure that the project goal meets the requirements.

During the activity Project Specification
and Planning, it should be verified that
the business case on which the project is
based is aligned with the performing
organization’s business direction. The
suggested implementation alternative
should prove that it is able to fulfill the
customer’s needs and requirements.
The activity includes setting up a project
organization in which the organization’s
resources are used in an optimal way, and
identifying the risks and opportunities
the project brings about.
Project Specification and Planning includes
a definition of the project goal and its
time and cost limits. It gives the project
manager a means for describing his or her
commitment toward the project sponsor.
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Project Specification and Planning

Project Scope Definition

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• creating an understanding for the
business reality for the project by
providing the background
information needed for the
specification and planning of the
project,
• taking an active part in the
formulation of the project strategy
and goal,
• supporting the project manager
during the activity Project Specification
and Planning.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Project Specification and
Planning.
Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity (Sub)project Specification
and Planning in his or her subproject.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• supporting the project manager in the
activity Project Specification and
Planning,
• providing the project manager with
their professional knowledge.

• Define what is specifically included in or excluded from
the project in relation to its goal, in order to elucidate the
project scope and to avoid any future shifts in the level of
ambition.
• Make references to alternative solutions and approaches
and how they are taken into account and included in the
project scope development.
• Define quality requirements on the project outcome, such
as product performance quality, reliability, robustness and
usability.
• Analyze internal and external quality requirements on the
project performance, and formulate quality objectives in
measurable terms.
Configuration Identification

• Determine the structure of the project outcome, select
configuration objects and their physical and functional
characteristics, including interfaces.
• Make sure that products and services provided by
suppliers are included in the configuration identification
and control.
• Allocate identification numbers to the configuration
objects and their documents.
Change management and configuration control

• Identify and document procedures for reviews and
approval of changes to processes, requirements and project
outcome.

Quality Objectives for the Project Outcome

• Analyze quality requirements on the project outcome,
such as product performance quality, reliability,
robustness and usability.
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• Define how the quality objectives for the project
outcome will be measured and ensure that they are
traceable to the customer.
• Perform a cost-benefit analysis, that is, development
versus correction, benefits of increased customer
satisfaction versus cost of overkill, etc.
Quality Objectives for the Project Performance

• Define measurements by which to measure progress.
Strategy Analysis

• Investigate alternative strategies for how to reach the
expected project outcome.
• Identify similar assignments and ensure that feedback
from previous projects is made use of.
• Benchmark for new techniques, methods or work forms.
Project Strategy and Quality System

• Choose a strategy for reaching the project goal. Identify
the relevant project processes, for instance an existing
PROPS application.
• Decide on the relevant quality assurance framework for
the project, such as:
– Policies, principles and standards that should be
adhered to in the project
– Assessments, audits and reviews
– Security demands
• Decide on or define:
– Operative processes
– Methods and tools
– Measurements
– Verifications
– Validations
– Handling of intellectual property rights issues
– Acceptance criteria, etc.
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Project Specification and Planning

• Define and describe appropriate support activities, such
as:
– Configuration management
– Handling of changed requirements
Tailoring

• Tailor the defined processes to the needs of the project.
Use the relevant instructions for the tailoring, and
document any deviations from established processes.
• If incremental development is applied, define how to
apply the processes for the different increments.
• If appropriate, investigate and describe how external
products, technology or services should be integrated into
the organization’s procedures and routines.

Work Package Definition

• Break down the project work into clearly defined work
packages. Include project management activities, quality
assurance activities, as well as activities in the
procurement process.
• Label each work package with a unique name and a
structure code.
• Specify input, activities to perform, deliverables and cost
elements (human resources, equipment, premises, test
sites, purchases, travel costs, services, etc.) for each work
package.
Activity Sequencing

PROPS Terminology

• Identify mandatory, logical and external dependencies and
interconnections among the work packages. Review for
consistency.
• Create a logical network.
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Estimating Preparations

• Consider relevant information sources. Check estimates
based on past experience relevant to the current project.
Document input to ensure traceability to origins.
• Collect input data (planning constants, resource
capability and project team competence), constraints and
assumptions, and decide on estimating method.
• Involve all the people with relevant experiences and
competence in the estimating process. If a work package
is assigned to a unit, involve personnel from that unit in
the estimating.
• If applicable, involve the customer or other stakeholders
in the estimating.
Time Estimating

• Quantify all work packages as regards:
– Size
– Complexity
– Level of confidence
• Estimate for each work package:
– Duration
The lead-time needed to complete the work package.
– Effort
The amount of work required to complete the work
package in terms of man-hours.
• Document the result of the estimating to ensure
traceability.
Definition of Project Milestones

• Identify the critical path and critical activities, that is,
the activities leading up to the earliest possible date of
project completion.
• Divide the project into stages or increments.
Project Time-Schedule

• Create a project time-schedule.
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Project Specification and Planning

Milestone Definition Chart

• Identify and define particular events – project milestones
– in the project when specific input or decisions are
required, or at major deliveries.
• Prepare a project milestone definition chart.
• If applicable, position the project milestones in the timeschedule.
Delivery Plans

• Compile deliveries in a delivery plan. Describe what
deliverables are needed, when and by whom, as well as
who will complete them.
• Identify and schedule the objects to be procured, paying
particular attention to objects critical to time, cost and
quality.

Resource Planning

PROPS Terminology

• Identify resource requirements (human resources, tools,
equipment, material, etc.). Take constraints into account,
such as limited resources and dependency on key
personnel, cultural considerations, international
agreements, governmental regulations, funding, and the
project’s impact on the environment.
• Analyze the critical path and consider the effects of
limited resources and key personnel.
• Make a resource summary, based on the logical network and
the estimated effort. Specify the total need for resources,
as well as for different resource categories.
Estimating Preparations

• Consider relevant information sources. Check estimates
based on past experience relevant to the current project.
Document input to ensure traceability to origins.
• Collect information on resource rates, such as staff cost per
hour, fixed price per deliverable, material costs, training
costs, travel costs, costs for equipment, currency
fluctuations.
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• Involve all the people with relevant experiences and
competence in the estimating process. If a work package
is assigned to a unit, involve personnel from that unit in
the estimating.
• If applicable, involve the customer or other stakeholders
in the estimating.
Cost Estimating

• For each work package, estimate the cost for each cost
element (human resources, equipment, premises, test
sites, purchases, travel costs, services, etc.). Allocate
sufficient costs for quality assurance activities.
• Take external economic aspects into account in the
estimating (inflation, taxation, exchange rates, etc.).
Project Budget

• Calculate the project cost, as well as the cost for a specific
project milestone, from the price given to each work
package. Prepare a time-phased project budget (cost
baseline).
• Ensure that the budget is consistent with the
requirements in the Assignment Specification. If there is
a mismatch, either adjust the budget for the project or
change the contents of the work packages.

Project organizational structure

• Identify what constraints will limit the project
organization’s options, such as organizational structure
within the performing organization, collective
agreements, culture, personal preferences and
dependencies on key personnel. Analyze their effects on
the project’s interfaces.
• Identify relevant units within the organization that
support the project (for instance in monitoring resources,
time and costs).
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• Based on previous project experience, define a project
organizational structure tailored to suit the project needs
and the organization’s policies and requirements.
• Design the project organizational structure so that it
– encourages efficient communication and cooperation
between all project stakeholders,
– is appropriate for the project scope and the size of the
project team,
– is appropriate for local conditions and the division of
authority and responsibilities between the project and
the organization in which it operates,
– takes special consideration to critical interfaces.
• If applicable, identify subprojects.
Project Roles

• Identify roles and responsibilities in the project
organization.
• Define the project manager’s responsibilities and
authority. Define the balance of authority and
responsibilities between the project organization and the
organization in which it operates.
Staffing of Project Organization

• Appoint project management staff members. Pay
particular attention to functions dealing with
implementing and monitoring the project quality system.
• Identify which units (functional units, subprojects, teams
or subcontractors) are responsible for which work
packages.
• In large projects, appoint subproject managers.
• Identify when teams and team members will enter or leave
the project.
• Staff the project organization by negotiating with the
resource owners for resources to the project. In large
projects, this is the responsibility of the subproject
managers.
• Analyze the need for training and recruiting.
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• Prepare a project organization overview showing the
organization of the project’s three functions - the project
steering function, the project management function and
the project executing function - as well as the relevant
stakeholders outside the project organization.

Communication Framework

• Decide on a project identification system, and establish a
project identity that will be used in the organization’s
reporting and document management system.
• Establish a project library, computerized or manually
handled.
• Decide on what tools to use in the project for planning,
documentation and communication. Identify
standardized templates and forms.
Communication Analysis

• Analyze the stakeholders’ information and
communication requirements and needs.
• Analyze communication constraints, such as geographical
and organizational spread, access to databases, external
parties and security demands.
• Analyze cultural differences, such as differences in
national, regional and organizational culture, and the
risks and opportunities these differences will bring about.
Communications Planning

• Decide on communication systems for different
information categories and stakeholder groups. Define
media, language and structure of documents to ensure
compatibility.
• Define who sends what information to whom. Refer to
the relevant document control and security procedures.
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• Define which information will be formally communicated,
the media used, and how often it will be distributed. Take
the needs of the project and of the individuals involved
into account.
• Define how often and when meetings should take place,
and their purpose.

Risk and Opportunity Identification Preparations

• Choose a method for risk and opportunity analysis.
Appoint a process leader.
• Select participants in the risk and opportunity analysis
after careful consideration, and make sure to include key
personnel.
Risk and Opportunity Identification

• Base the risk and opportunity identification on historical
data and experiences from similar projects. Carry out the
analysis according to the method chosen.
• Take applicable requirements, current and anticipated,
into account.
• Identify:
– Stakeholder risk tolerance
– What is most sensitive to risks and deviations - time,
costs, quality or functionality?
• Consider the risks and opportunities the project presents.
Risks include not only risks as regards time, costs and
project outcome, but also security, professional liability,
information technology, safety, culture, health and the
environment.
• Identify:
– Potential risk and opportunity events
– Risk symptoms, that is, how to determine when limits
are exceeded in an unacceptable way
• Specifically evaluate risks as regards activities and costs
that involve significant uncertainties.
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Risk and Opportunity Quantification

• For each event, estimate the probability of its occurrence
and its impact on the project. Categorize the events:
– Opportunities to pursue
– Risks to avoid
– Risks to mitigate (that is, to prevent the risk event
from occurring, or to reduce its effects)
– Acceptance (that is, opportunities to ignore and
threats to accept)
Risk and Opportunity Response Development

• For each relevant risk or opportunity:
– appoint a person to manage the identified risk or
opportunity,
– decide on action to be taken during the course of the
project in order to eliminate the risks or to benefit
from the opportunities,
– prepare a contingency plan for what to do if and when
something occurs, if applicable,
– decide on alternative strategies, if applicable.

Preparation of Project Specification

• Gather the results of the different project management
processes performed during the activity Project
Specification and Planning. Resolve any inconsistencies.
• Document the results achieved in the Project
Specification.
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Project Resource Procurement

TG2

Definition

Purpose

Project Resource Procurement is an activity in
the feasibility study phase during which the
resources needed in the project are identified,
procured and tied to the project by means of
internal or external agreements and
contracts.

The purpose of the activity Project Resource
Procurement is to ensure that the competence
and resources needed to reach the project
goal are secured and available for the project
whenever needed during project execution.
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Project Resource Procurement

Clearly described commitments between
the project manager and the resource
owners will reduce the risk of
overbooking the staff and the risk of
poor work because of too many
simultaneous assignments.
Resource contracts should be formulated
as win-win agreements with resource
owners, who can use these contracts as a
basis when planning their operations.
Suppliers and partners benefit from clear
and business-oriented agreements, in
which their assignments are clearly
specified in terms of requirements on
results and performance.

Feasibility Study Phase

During the activity Project
Resource Procurement in the
feasibility study phase, the
project manager should perform
the relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist below:

Allocation of all Relevant Resources

• Indicate how and from where project resources will be
obtained.
• Identify which needs are best met by external
provisioning of resources (human resources, tools,
equipment, material, etc.).
Internal provisioning:
Resource contract preparation

• Prepare Assignment Specifications for subprojects and
team tasks.
• Negotiate for project resources with the resource owners.
• Prepare preliminary resource contracts.
External provisioning:
Procurement Planning

• Plan the procurement activities and decide on a
procurement strategy.
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Supplier and Object Evaluation

• Collect information about possible suppliers. Consider:
– Financial stability and survival prospects
– Company profiles regarding technical skills,
organization, relations, marketing strategy, etc.
– Quality systems and ability to fulfill quality
requirements
• Evaluate potential procurement objects and, if applicable,
the supplier’s manufacturing processes.
Requirement Specification of
Procurement Objects and Suppliers

• Compile commercial conditions and technical
requirements. Ensure that the customer’s requirements
are taken into account. Include delivery dates and
requirements on, for example, documentation of the
object.
• Consider requirements for right to access to subcontractor
premises for purpose of verification.
• Define evaluation criteria for objects and subcontractors.
Prepare a statement of work.
PROPS Terminology

• Prepare and describe a procedure for quality assurance of
the subcontracted development.
Request for Quotation

• Prepare a request for quotation.
• Decide on receivers of the request. Select the suppliers
assessed to fulfill the most important requirements.
• Clarify all requirements, including legal, commercial and
other terms, with the suppliers.
• Prepare for further negotiations, including clarification of
intellectual property rights, know-how, licenses and other
rights of use.

During the activity Project Resource
Procurement, the project manager secures
resources and results through business
agreements and contracts. These
agreements provide a basis for the project
sponsor to assess the project from a
business perspective. The introduction of
resource contracts between the project
manager and the resource owners will also
serve as a means for raising business
awareness within the organization.
External provisioning should be based on
a thorough evaluation of suppliers and
procurement objects, and clearly stated
requirements on contracted development.
This will ensure long-term relations with
partners and suppliers that will be
beneficial to the organization, as well as
the suppliers and the customer.
Formal resource contracts reduce the risk
of misunderstandings and changes in the
requirements on the project and its
outcome, and prepare for a smooth handover to the customer.
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Tender Evaluation

• Analyze the supplier’s proposals. All deviations from the
requirements in the request for quotation should be
identified and taken into account, as well as the result of
any pre-contract negotiation.
• Calculate costs related to potential procurement objects.
Compare the alternatives.
• Identify the prerequisites for reaching the business
agreement.
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Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the project steering
group are responsible for:
• supporting the project manager during the activity
Project Resource Procurement,
• ensuring that the project has access to managers with the
authority to make business agreements and sign contracts
with suppliers if the project manager lacks the authority
to do so.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for the activity Project
Resource Procurement.
If the project manager lacks the authority to make business
agreements and sign contracts with suppliers, he or she
should submit such agreements for approval to a person
with the authority needed.
Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible for the activity
(Sub)project Resource Procurement.
If the subproject manager lacks the authority to make
business agreements and sign contracts with suppliers, he or
she should submit such agreements for approval to a person
with the authority needed.
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Execution Phase
Assignment
Specification

Coaching, integration & control

Project specification & planning

Progress
Report

Phase
start-up
& teambuilding

Definition

Purpose

The execution phase is the phase in the
project model during which the project is
executed and the outcome is handed over to
the customer and to the receiver.

The purpose of the execution phase is to
ensure that the project is managed,
performed and completed in a manner that
fulfills the organization’s and the customer’s
requirements.
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Execution Phase

Preconditions

The preconditions for starting the execution phase are:
• a tollgate 2 decision to start project execution,
• an approved Project Specification.
The project manager’s skills as
teambuilder and coach are essential for
successful project execution. This
includes giving and receiving feedback,
acknowledging good performance, and
actively intervening when conflicts
occur.
Spending time on teambuilding
activities during project start-up will
promote teamwork and create an open
working climate, in which project
members are encouraged to bring
forward suggestions for improvements.
A clear leadership and a structured way
of working, with defined roles and
responsibilities, will inspire the project
team and other project stakeholders with
confidence.

Execution Phase Organization

During the execution phase, the project organization is fully
established. All three functions of the project organization the project steering function, the project management
function and the project executing function - are established
and staffed as defined in the Project Specification.
Successful Project Execution

An active project management during the project execution
work includes to:
• start up the project and build the project team,
• confirm and review the project’s budget, time-schedule
and other plans,
• actively coach, integrate and control the different parts of
the project, and steer the project toward its goal,
• hand over the project outcome to the receiving unit and
the customer,
• gradually phase out human resources and project assets
when these are no longer needed in the project.
An Active Project Steering Function

During the execution phase, the project sponsor may have to
make a number of strategic decisions. In order to ensure
control over the business decision process and to ensure short
lead-times between suggestion and decision, it is important
that the project steering function is closely involved in the
project work.
To Terminate a Project

The project sponsor is responsible for making the decision to
terminate the project if this turns out to be what best serves
the organization and the customer.
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A decision to terminate the project at a tollgate or between
two tollgates is a decision to start project conclusion. This
includes deciding how to take care of the results achieved in
the project. Experiences and observations made should be
documented and lessons learned transferred to the
organization.
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The execution phase is the phase during
which the project outcome is developed
and handed over to the customer and the
receiver. The procedures for customer
acceptance of the project outcome should
be defined at an early stage to ensure an
efficient and rapid hand-over to the
customer. This will promote a fruitful,
long-term business relationship.
In order to ensure customer satisfaction
and full control over the project’s costs
and lead-time, the project management
function should ensure that changed
requirements are handled in a formal and
structured way. Risks should be avoided
and opportunities benefited from.
Project members’ business-oriented
attitudes should be encouraged. Ideas for
improvements of plans and working
methods, and shortening of lead-times
and reducing costs should be promoted.
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Execution Phase

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• being the primary risk taker for the project and taking the
financial responsibility for the project and its outcome,
• making the tollgate 3, 4 and 5 decisions,
• performing the other activities described for the execution
phase in the project steering model.
Project Management Function

The project manager, together with relevant members of the
project staff, is responsible for:
• performing the activities in the execution phase of the
project management model.
Project Executing Function

The project team members are responsible for:
• planning and performing their own tasks and delivering
results according to specifications from the project
manager,
• suggesting improvements of plans and working methods
to shorten lead-times and reduce costs.
Managers, in their roles as resource owners, are responsible
for:
• providing the project with the necessary human resources,
competence, equipment, premises, methods and tools in
accordance with the agreements made with the project
manager,
• supporting their own personnel and the project manager
in the project work,
• delivering results to the project in accordance with the
resource contracts signed with the project manager or
subproject managers.
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Managers, in their roles as receivers, are responsible for:
• ensuring that the hand-over of the project outcome is
prepared, establishing the receiving unit, and defining
acceptance criteria,
• participating in change control regarding the
requirements on the project that will affect the receiving
unit,
• supporting their own personnel in the acceptance
procedure during the hand-over of the project outcome,
• taking over the responsibility for the project outcome.

Execution Phase

During the execution phase, the following activities in the
project management model should be performed:
• Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
• Coaching, Integration and Control
• Project Verification
• Hand-Over of Project Outcome
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding
Execution Phase

TG2

Definition

Purpose

Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding is a
recurrent activity in the project management
model during which the current phase of the
project is planned and resources are secured
and committed to the project and its
outcome.

The purpose of the activity Phase Start-Up
and Teambuilding is to create a solid
foundation for the current phase of the
project, and to create and maintain
confidence in and commitment to the project
and its outcome.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

Spending time on the activity Phase
Start-Up and Teambuilding will create a
good working climate and give the
project manager a chance to build an
efficient and motivated team. In order to
meet the needs of project members from
different cultural and organizational
backgrounds, teambuilding activities
should be adapted to the composition of
the project organization, and comprise a
balance between socializing and workrelated activities.
Information meetings and teambuilding
activities will reduce the risk of
frustration and duplication of work
because of misunderstandings and
ignorance.
Involving project members in the
breakdown of objectives and detailed
planning of their own tasks will increase
confidence in the project plans, and
create teams aligned with the project
goal.

Execution Phase

During the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding in the
execution phase, the project
manager should perform the
relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist below:

Integration Management

• Ensure that the project’s goal, scope, strategy and plans are
communicated and understood.
• Ensure that the constraints on the project are
communicated and understood by all. This includes the
organization’s security measures, policies, regulations,
principles and standards, as well as laws and regulations
regarding trade, the environment, intellectual property
rights, etc.
• Ensure that experiences from previous projects are
identified and made available for the project team
members.
• Establish procedures for involving the different project
stakeholders in the project work, such as project meetings
to resolve conflicting responsibility issues, changes to risk
exposure, and progress reporting techniques.
• Plan project steering group meetings.
• Plan project progress meetings, risk assessments, project
audits, etc.
Customer Reporting

• If applicable, plan follow-up meetings with the customer.
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Confirmation and Breakdown of Objectives

• Analyze the preconditions for the current phase and
specify the results to be achieved.
• Formulate short-term objectives to focus efforts.
• Communicate task priorities and time requirements.
• Involve the project members to ensure that they
contribute and are confident in their ability to reach the
objectives set for their tasks.
Change Management

• Ensure that the procedures for change management are
understood, implemented and adhered to.

Quality System Establishment and Verification

• Communicate the quality objectives and the effects they
will have on the project in terms of measurements,
working methods, etc.
• Ensure that the project’s quality system is implemented,
understood and adhered to, as defined in the Project
Specification.

Detailed Project Planning

• Together with the subproject managers, if applicable, and
team leaders responsible for the activities or work
packages, plan the work for the near future in detail:
– Break down the work and define the work packages.
– Find dependencies between work packages and
sequence them.
– Estimate the duration of each work package.

During the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding, all teams entering the
project should be informed about the
business context in which the project
takes place. Project members should be
given the opportunity to fully understand
the prerequisites for and constraints on
the project in order to be able to focus on
what is most essential.
To ensure that project members obtain a
business-oriented attitude to the work,
everyone involved in the current phase of
the project should participate in the
detailed planning and budgeting of their
own work.
Spending time on the activity Phase StartUp and Teambuilding will mean less time
spent on problems and conflict-solving
later in the project. Expenses for
misunderstandings and for duplication of
work will be minimized.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

• Prepare detailed time-schedules and ensure that they do
not risk the project time limit.

Project Organization and Roles

Budget Control Initiation
Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager
during the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding by actively showing
their support and commitment.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding.

• Establish, document and communicate procedures to be
followed in the accounting system and verify that the
procedures are implemented, understood and adhered to.

Project Organization Establishment

• Establish the project organization.
• Communicate roles and responsibilities and ensure that
they are clear, understood and accepted.
• Ensure that the project members feel motivated to fully
participate by identifying and introducing motivating
factors.

Project Executing Function
Teambuilding

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity Phase Start-Up and
Teambuilding in his or her subproject.
The project members are responsible for:
• participating in teambuilding
activities,
• keeping themselves informed about
security regulations, reporting
routines, delivery dates, etc.

• Perform teambuilding activities, for instance by arranging
a start-up workshop, a kick-off. Make sure that all project
team members are involved and allowed to contribute.
• Perform activities to create a working climate encouraging
excellence, trust and respect among all project team
members.

Communication and Reporting

• See to it that the project library is established and in
working order.
• Establish information and reporting paths and routines
and ensure that reporting is focused on meaningful and
relevant hard and soft data.
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• Ensure that the reporting routines are established,
understood and adhered to.
• Implement communication activities and ensure that the
appropriate competence and technique for
communication and information distribution is available
for the project.
Information Management

• Establish and review the communication systems to
ensure that these meet the requirements of the project.
• Make sure that the information needed is available for
project members and other stakeholders.
• Establish guidelines for different types of meetings.

Risk Response Control

• Communicate the identified risks and opportunities.
• Initiate activities for risk prevention and mitigation as
defined during risk analyses.
• Maintain contingency plans for anticipated risks and
ensure that they are known, understood and kept updated.
• Encourage all project members to anticipate and identify
risks and opportunities and to report them.

Internal Provisioning:
Verification of Availability of Internal Resources

• Sign resource contracts with the managers acting as
resource owners.
In large projects, subproject managers are responsible for
staffing their own subprojects.
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Phase Start-Up and Teambuilding

• If applicable, prepare Assignment Specifications for team
tasks and appoint team leaders to be responsible for work
packages in the project execution, including to:
– ensure that the work packages are identified, described
and understood,
– estimate costs,
– prepare a work package budget.
External Provisioning:
Control of Subcontracted Development Contract

• Establish routines for reporting and meetings with
subcontractors. Ensure that management of subcontractors
is fully integrated in the overall management of the
project. The control of the subcontracted development
contract starts at the placing of the contract, or of other
agreements, such as a letter of intent.
• Inform the project team about any legal implications of
agreements and particularities in the contracts with
subcontractors and suppliers.
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Coaching, Integration and Control
Execution Phase

Definition

Purpose

Coaching, Integration and Control is a
continuous activity in the project
management model during which the project
manager steers the project toward its goal by
coaching the project team and managing the
interfaces between stakeholders, while
keeping full control over time, costs and
results.

The purpose of the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control is to ensure that the
project is managed in a formal and
structured manner that fulfills the
organization’s and the customer’s demands.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

The project manager must possess good
leadership and human skills in order to
be able to encourage and coach the
project team in its efforts to reach the
project goal. Initiatives for
improvements should be encouraged,
and good performance and competence
development within the team
acknowledged.
The project organization should be
continuously adjusted in order to allow
people to make use of their knowledge
and experiences in the best possible way
for the project and the organization.
In a working climate in which all project
members are committed to their tasks
and respect each other’s work, highquality results will be delivered
whenever and wherever needed, and
handed over in accordance with the
agreements made.
For efficient and smooth cooperation and
integration, communication paths must
be clear and understood. Information
must be available simultaneously within
the entire project organization, and it
must be reliable and kept up-to-date.

Execution Phase

During the activity Coaching,
Integration and Control in the
execution phase, the project
manager should perform the
relevant tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist below:

Integration Management

• Manage the interfaces between work packages, and make
sure that the dependencies are clearly understood.
• Arrange project meetings at which conflicting
responsibility issues and changes to risk exposure are
handled.
Contacts with the Project Steering Function

• Ensure that the project organization has access to people
with the authority to:
– initiate and order project work packages,
– provide the project with human resources with
appropriate skills and competence.
• Report progress once a month (or as stipulated in the
Project Specification) in Progress Reports to the project
sponsor and the other members of the project steering
group. Present the report at a project steering group
meeting.
• Implement the decided action and inform the project
organization and other relevant stakeholders about any
changes and improvements.
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Contacts with Other Important Stakeholders

• Maintain contacts with resource owners, the receiver and
suppliers.
Customer Contract Administration and Control

• Report progress to the customer according to what has
been specified in contracts and agreements with the
customer, and analyze the customer’s reactions. This is
especially important if it is likely that the project will
not meet the customer’s expectations.
• Ensure that customer contacts are carried out according
to plans. Continuously evaluate and improve the
management of the customer interface.
• Before implementation of any suggested changes to the
project scope, ensure that the customer and other relevant
stakeholders approve any changes that affect the
requirements and agreements.
Implementation of Changes

• Collect suggestions for improvements, including risk
identification reports and change requests.
• Suggest action that must be decided on at management
level. The project sponsor must approve any action that
affects the project’s time and cost limits.
• Implement and communicate changes and improvements
according to the suggested action.
• Decide on action (within the project’s time and cost
limits) for improvements of the project’s plans, strategy
and working methods, taking implications for all project
processes and objectives into account.
Suggestions for Improvements

• Inform process and methods owners in the organization
about observations made in the project. Include
suggested improvements of processes and tools.

During the activity Coaching, Integration
and Control, the business focus in the
project organization is maintained while
the project performance is measured,
analyzed and improved. This will ensure
that the best possible strategy is applied,
and that resources are used in a way that
is beneficial to both the project and the
organization.
In a working climate that rewards
initiatives, project members will
contribute by identifying and suggesting
timesaving, cost-reducing and qualityimproving measures.
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Project Scope Control
Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor and the rest of the
project steering group are responsible
for:
• supporting the project manager in the
activity Coaching, Integration and
Control,
• making decisions on suggestions from
the project manager on matters that
are beyond the authority of the
project manager.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control.
Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for:
• the activity Coaching, Integration and
Control in his or her subproject,
• reporting the progress of his or her
subproject to the project manager.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• reporting progress to the project
manager or, if applicable, to the
subproject manager.

• Ensure that all efforts are focused and aligned with the
project goal.
• Collect data on the results achieved from, for instance,
milestone reviews, the project library, Progress Reports
and personal contacts with the project members.
• Assess process output and plan for the remaining work.
Configuration Status Accounting

• Ensure that the configuration management procedures are
adhered to and that the status of all versions of the
products in the process of being developed – and the
location of all copies – is known.
Configuration Control

• Suggest changes to the project scope.
• Collect change requests related to the configuration of the
project outcome. For each request:
– document and justify the change,
– evaluate the consequences of the change,
– approve or disapprove the change (The project sponsor
must confirm any major changes to the project scope.),
– implement and verify the change.

Quality Control

• Monitor project performance. Check that the working
methods are adhered to and that the tools are used.
• In order to reach the prescribed quality level, perform
planned quality assurance activities on the project
outcome, such as measurements, assessments, audits and
reviews as specified in the Project Specification.
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• Continuously compare the results achieved with the
documented project requirements and with the
customer’s needs.
Milestone Review

• Perform project milestone reviews. Decide on actions,
such as:
– Acceptance decisions
– Decisions on rework
– Decisions on improvements of performance
– Process adjustments
Suggestions for Improvements

• Collect change requests related to the project’s quality
system and strategy. Suggest improvements.

Schedule Control

• Gather reports on project performance. Compare the
results achieved with the project plans.
• Review and evaluate progress of activities and work
packages. Pay particular attention to activities critical to
the project lead-time, and activities involving new
technology.
• Identify any deviations from the time-schedule and their
underlying causes. Analyze the consequences.
• Gather information about the preconditions for the
remaining work.
• Analyze project progress trends and make forecasts for the
remainder of the project. Actively search for
opportunities to shorten lead-times and reduce costs.
Suggestions for Improvements

• Use any deviations from the project time-schedule as a
basis for continuous improvements of the project plans.
Identify and involve the personnel affected when action is
needed to recover from delays.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

• Suggest changes and corrective action to the project timeschedule.

Resource Management

• Collect data on consumed resources from the
organization’s planning and control systems.
• Identify and analyze any deviations from the resource
plan. Identify the underlying causes for shortages and
excesses.
Cost Control

• Ensure that project funds are released in accordance with
the agreements made.
• Continuously monitor the reported costs for the project
through the planning system and the accounting system.
• Carry out reviews of project costs on a regular basis or on
request from stakeholders.
• Identify the underlying causes for any deviations from the
budget. Take action to ensure that unfavorable variances
do not affect the project budget.
Suggestions for Improvements
PROPS Terminology

• Analyze project cost trends, using techniques such as
earned value to anticipate possible risks and opportunities.
• Continuously evaluate working methods and the use of
resources in the project work and suggest improvements
to ensure an efficient use of resources and a reduction of
project costs.
• Suggest changes and recommend corrective action to the
project resource plan and budget.
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Coaching

• Continuously work on creating a good working climate
by listening and giving feedback, support and
encouragement. Make sure that all members of the
project team are involved and allowed to contribute.
• Ensure that the work environment encourages excellence,
trust and respect among all those involved in the project.
• Ensure that project roles are clearly defined and that all
project members understand the responsibilities attached
to the roles they hold.
• Continuously work on developing individual and team
skills and improving team performance.
• Monitor the personnel’s efficiency. Give feedback.
Acknowledge and reward good teamwork.
• Arrange training for individuals or teams lacking
important skills, knowledge or competence.
Changes in the Project Organization

• If new teams enter the project, see to it that they are
properly introduced to and informed about routines and
processes. Perform teambuilding activities.
• When teams leave the project, see to it that
– the team members’ efforts are properly acknowledged
by their organization and the project,
– the competence development that has taken place, at
the individual as well as at the team level, is
communicated to the team members’ resource owners,
so that it can be benefited from by both the individual
and the organization,
– the experiences the team members have made are
taken into account and communicated.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

Suggestions for Improvements

• Continuously evaluate the project organizational structure
to ensure that it meets the needs of the project and its
stakeholders.
• Suggest improvements of the project organization.

Communication Control

• Ensure complete and relevant project communication. Pay
particular attention to the interfaces between functions
and units where misunderstanding and conflicts occur
frequently.
• Monitor and review communication systems to ensure
that they meet the requirements of the project. Ensure
that information paths and reporting routines are
satisfactorily defined and used.
• Ensure that the relevant descriptions of project procedures
are available for those who need them.
Meetings

• Inform about the project progress in meetings that are
open to everyone involved in the project.
• Arrange meetings with the members of the project team
at regular intervals in order to win their commitment.
Make sure that they are aware of any decisions that will
have an impact on their work.
• Take minutes of meetings. Particularly stress decisions
made, outstanding issues and agreed action. Distribute the
minutes to relevant stakeholders as agreed.
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Risk Response Control

• Communicate the major risks and opportunities
identified for the project and ensure that activity lists
and contingency plans are known, understood and kept
up-dated. Make sure that any action agreed on is
implemented.
• Encourage project members to anticipate and identify
risks and opportunities and to report them.
• Act on risks when they occur.
Risk and Opportunity Identification

• Perform risk and opportunity identification regularly
when project progress is analyzed or at other occasions
when significant decisions are made.
• Monitor the project’s risk and opportunity situation, and
report on risks and opportunities in Progress Reports.

External provisioning:
Subcontract Administration

• Collect information on subcontractor performance,
progress, quality, cost and time according to the
procedures defined in the contract with the subcontractor.
• Analyze information related to the subcontractor, find
solutions to problems and develop the business
relationship and cooperation within the project scope.
• Verify that the performance of the subcontractor meets
the contract requirements. Give feedback to
subcontractors and inform about any action agreed on.
• Handle suggested changes to contracts in accordance
with the procedures described in the contract with the
subcontractor.
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Coaching, Integration and Control

Invoice handling

• Handle invoice requirements according to the
organization’s procedures and the procedures described in
the contract with the subcontractor.
Acceptance

• Control and perform acceptance tests of objects delivered
by the subcontractor according to the procedures
described in the contract with the subcontractor.
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Project Verification

Definition

Purpose

Project Verification is an activity in the
beginning of the execution phase during
which the project strategy and plans are
assessed. Action is taken to secure the
project’s ability to reach its goal.

The purpose of the activity Project Verification
is to create a basis for the tollgate 3 decision
and to ensure that the decided project
strategy will lead to the fulfillment of the
project goal.
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Project Verification

During the activity Project Verification,
everyone involved in the project should
be given a chance to evaluate and verify
the project’s ability to reach its goal.
Project plans should be revised in order
to give a true and up-to date picture of
the project.
A visible and thorough Project Verification
will inspire the project sponsor, the
project steering group and the customer
with confidence in the project.
Commitment, alignment and business
focus will increase within the project
team, and the project manager will be
able to steer the project toward its goal
in a confident and forceful manner.

Execution Phase

During the activity Project
Verification in the execution
phase, the project manager
should perform the relevant
tasks in the project
management processes as
described in the checklist
below:

Project Interface Management

• Ensure that all interfaces and dependencies are understood
and taken into account.
Preparation for Project Hand-Over

• Prepare for the hand-over of the project outcome to the
receiving units within the organization, by describing
acceptance procedures.
• Analyze and define the need for training personnel (and/or
the customer) to handle and maintain the project
outcome.
• If applicable, prepare for product substitution by
analyzing the need for phase-in phase-out activities.
• Define, in cooperation with the customer, acceptance
procedures for the project outcome.
• Make sure that the procedures and the criteria are fully
understood and agreed on by the customer and affected
project members.
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Scope Verification

• Communicate the requirements on the project outcome
and verify that they are understood and accepted.
• Ensure that the definition of the project scope is
understood and accepted by the project members within
the different functions of the project organization, and by
other relevant stakeholders.
• Analyze whether it is likely that the project outcome, as
well as intermediate deliverables, will fulfill the
customer’s requirements, and be delivered on time,
within budget.
• Establish change control procedures, verify that the
procedures are understood and used, and that they are
appropriate.
• Consider changes to the definition of the project scope.

Verification of Project Strategy and Quality System

• Verify that the working methods used are understood and
adhered to, and that they will lead to the planned results.
• Collect results from quality control measurements and
quality audits. Verify that the measurements are relevant
and valid.
• Suggest improvements of and changes to the project
strategy and quality system.

Verification of Time-Schedule

• Gather reports on project performance. Compare the
results achieved with the project plans.

The activity Project Verification allows a reevaluation of the project from a business
perspective. Input to the activity is the
establishment of the project and the
project performance after tollgate 2.
The Project Verification should include an
assessment of risks and opportunities. In
order to provide a true and complete
picture of the project’s ability to reach its
goal, all resource contracts should be
effectuated and, if applicable, revised.
The Project Specification and other
relevant documents should be updated
according to the findings during the
activity Project Verification, and be
submitted to the project sponsor for
approval at tollgate 3.
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Project Verification

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• acting on suggestions for
improvements and suggested changes
to requirements that affect the
project’s strategy and plan.
Project Management Function

• Review and evaluate the progress of activities and work
packages. Pay particular attention to activities that are
critical to the project lead-time, and activities involving
new technology.
• Identify any deviations from the time-schedule and their
underlying causes. Analyze the consequences.
• Gather information about the preconditions for the
remaining work.
• Analyze project progress trends and make forecasts for the
remainder of the project. Actively search for opportunities
to shorten lead-times and reduce costs.
Verification of Project Milestones and Delivery Plans

• Verify the project milestone criteria. Specify deliverables
in detail, and update delivery plans.

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Project Verification.
Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity (Sub)project Verification in
his or her subproject.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• reporting status and results in their
work,
• making forecasts related to the
completion of their work,
• providing the project manager with
feedback regarding plans, budget and
working methods,
• suggesting measures for shortening
lead-times and reducing costs.

Verification of resource plans and budget

• Verify that the procedures for reporting in the cost
accounting system ensure adequate control over resource
supply. Verify that the estimated costs for resources are
valid.
• Verify that the remaining resources are sufficient to reach
the project goal.
• Ensure that all project resources are used in a skillful and
efficient manner.
• Update the resource plans and the project budget.

Verification of Project Organizational Structure

• Carry out planned reviews of the project’s organizational
structure to confirm its validity and adequacy.
• Suggest changes in the project organization.
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• Document the project organization (state individuals by
name, role and function, and organizational structure)
and make the list available for the project team.
Human Resource Management

• Collect performance reports. Monitor the efficiency and
effectiveness of teams and individuals and take
appropriate action.
• Give feedback. Acknowledge and reward good teamwork
and individual efforts.
• Ensure that the leadership style applied by the project
manager is understood and accepted by all project
members.

Information Distribution

• Confirm the validity and adequacy of the communication
and information systems. Ensure that the appropriate
competence and techniques are available within the
project, such as:
– communication skills, to ensure that different types of
information are received and understood correctly,
– information retrieval systems (manual filing systems,
software applications for word processing, calculation,
project management, engineering drawings, etc.),
– information distribution systems (hard copy
distribution, shared access to electronic network and
databases, e-mail, video conferencing, etc.),
– a project library, computerized or manually handled.

Risk Control

• Ensure that activity lists for risk prevention and
mitigation are valid and in use and adhered to.
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Project Verification

• Verify that contingency plans are valid and ensure that
they are known, understood and up-dated.
• Monitor the project’s risk situation and perform a new risk
and opportunity identification, if applicable.

Internal provisioning:
Internal Staff Acquisition

• Verify the availability of resources. If necessary,
renegotiate with the resource owners. Sign resource
contracts and update resource plans.
External provisioning:
Negotiation

• Perform contract negotiations with selected suppliers.
Signing of contracts

• Sign the contracts made with the selected suppliers.
• Inform the project team about any legal implications of
agreements and particularities in the contracts with
subcontractors and suppliers.

Revision of Project Specification

• Decide on changes to the project’s goal, strategy,
organization and working methods, taking implications
for all project processes and objectives into account.
• Revise the project’s time-schedule, budget and other plans
as a result of the decided changes. Update the Project
Specification and other project documents.
• Prepare for the tollgate 3 assessment.
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Hand-Over of Project Outcome

TG5

Phase

Definition

Purpose

Hand-Over of Project Outcome is an activity in
the execution phase during which the project
outcome is formally handed over to and
accepted by the customer. The activity also
includes the formal hand-over of the
responsibility for the project outcome to the
receiver, who will manage it after the project
has been concluded.

The purpose of the activity Hand-Over of
Project Outcome is to ensure that the business
agreement with the customer can be ended,
and that the responsibility of the continued
management of the outcome is defined, and
accepted and understood by all those
involved.
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Hand-Over of Project Outcome

A clear and efficient hand-over, in
accordance with the routines and
acceptance procedures described at an
early stage of the project, will mean that
disagreements and misunderstandings
are avoided. A positive climate in the
future business relationship with the
customer will be created.
A clear and efficient internal hand-over
to the receiving unit will give the
project team members a chance to fully
focus on new assignments. If the internal
hand-over fails, the result will be
prolonged, never-ending projects. This
will reduce the positive effects of project
management within the organization,
and decrease commitment to future
projects.

Execution Phase

During the activity
Hand-Over of Project
Outcome in the
execution phase, the
project manager
should perform the
relevant tasks in the
project management
processes as
described in the
checklist below:

Hand-Over to Customer and Acceptance

• Ensure that the project team performs all activities
included in the hand-over of the project outcome, such as
installation, testing, integration and training, and that
they are in accordance with the agreements made.
• Assist the customer in performing inspections, in
accordance with the routines specified in the contract with
the customer, in order to determine whether the results
achieved correspond to the requirements. Such inspections
can include reviews, audits and walk-throughs.
• Ensure that the handling of non-conforming products is
decided on and, if applicable, that measurements of the
performance of the project outcome are initiated.
• Ensure that the obligations toward the customer are
fulfilled, that all outstanding issues are taken care of, and
that the business agreement with the customer can be
ended.
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Hand-Over to Receiver

• Ensure that the project team performs all activities
included in the hand-over of the project outcome to the
receiving unit, such as installation, testing, integration,
training, transfer of information and know-how.
• Assist the receiving unit in performing inspections
according to routines specified in the Project
Specification to determine whether the project outcome
corresponds to the requirements. Such inspections can
include reviews, audits and walk-throughs.
• If applicable, ensure that performance measurements are
initiated, and that the handling of non-conforming
products is decided on.
• If applicable, ensure that a formal acceptance from the
receiving unit is received.

A clear and formal hand-over of the
project outcome is a prerequisite for
ending the business agreement with the
customer, including the final payment. A
long and inefficient hand-over can be
costly and it may endanger customer
satisfaction and the profitability of the
agreement.

Ending of Business Agreements with Subcontractors and
Suppliers

In order to eliminate the risk for costly
warranty activities, the hand-over should
aim for an understanding with the
customer regarding future support and
maintenance.

• Analyze what problems and possibilities procured objects
involve from a life-cycle perspective on the project
outcome.
• Ensure that all products provided by suppliers and
subcontractors are fully integrated into the project
outcome, and that the future handling of such objects is
defined and clear.
• Ensure that the management of all objects provided by
suppliers and subcontractors is fully implemented in the
organization’s operations system and that all matters
regarding the maintenance, support and sales of such
objects are specified.
• Identify the organization that will manage the
relationship with the supplier in the future and make
sure that the roles and responsibilities are clear and
understood by all.

Discussions with the customer during
hand-over often provide a good
opportunity for finding business
opportunities for suitable follow-up
projects.

A defined acceptance procedure, during
which the receiving unit takes on the
responsibility for the project outcome, is
a prerequisite for the organization
gaining full control of costs and income
from it.
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Hand-Over of Project Outcome

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• formally ending the business
agreement with the customer.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Hand-Over of Project Outcome.
Project Executing Function

The project team members are
responsible for:
• participating in acceptance tests,
customer training and other activities
during the hand-over, according to
the agreements made with the
customer and the receiving unit.
Managers, in their roles as receivers, are
responsible for:
• taking part in the activity Hand-Over
of Project Outcome,
• taking over the responsibility for the
project outcome.

• Perform formal acceptance procedures for all procured
objects.
• End (or transfer to the receiving unit) all business
agreements made in the project with the suppliers and
subcontractors. Formally recognize the acceptance
according to the organization’s routines.
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Conclusion Phase

Definition

Purpose

The conclusion phase is the phase in the
project model during which the experiences
made in the project are documented and
lessons learned transferred to the
organization. All outstanding issues are
taken care of, and the project is formally
closed.

The purpose of the conclusion phase is to
ensure that the organization will have access
to and be able to learn from the experiences
made and the competence development
achieved in the project.
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Conclusion Phase

Preconditions

The conclusion phase provides a
structured way to allow project members
to share experiences and present their
achievements. This will ensure that the
experiences made in the project are fully
appreciated and will be useful for the
organization.
During the conclusion phase, individual
and team efforts should be
acknowledged and rewarded. This will
encourage project members and show
the rest of the organization that efforts
pay off.
Allowing the project team members to
spend time on celebrating success and
saying goodbye will encourage them and
make it easier for them to fully focus on
new assignments.

The conclusion phase is initiated either as a result of a
tollgate 5 decision to start project conclusion, or as a result
of a decision made by the project sponsor to terminate the
project.
Conclusion Phase Organization

Although most project members have left the project already
during the execution phase, they should be allowed to spend
time to contribute to the hand-over of experience in the
conclusion phase.
If a decision has been made to terminate the project before
tollgate 5, the project executing function will still be fully
staffed when the project conclusion phase is initiated. The
project manager should then ensure that all project members
return to their regular positions in the organization as soon
as possible after having fulfilled their responsibilities in the
project.
To Make Experience and Competence Development Visible

The project manager and the project staff carry out the work
in the conclusion phase. Project conclusion includes to:
• ensure that the organization is given full opportunity to
learn from experience,
• hand over competence developed in the project. This
means, for instance, to inform resource owners about the
performance and achievements of the project members,
and to encourage project members to actively look for new
assignments in which their competence can be useful,
• document experiences in a Final Report and transfer the
lessons learned,
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• formally close the project, that is, taking care of all
outstanding issues and closing all processes, as well as
project accounts and reporting channels.
Project Termination

If the project is terminated before it has been completed,
that is, if the project sponsor has decided to close the
project before it has reached its goal, it is particularly
important to learn from experience. To terminate the
project will require strong leadership skills. The
termination will mean a period of grief and emptiness for
the project members, who often have been working very
hard before the decision is made.
The project manager should ensure that the result is taken
care of according to what has been decided in the decision to
terminate the project.
It should be emphasized that competence and skills
development also takes place in projects where a decision
has been made to terminate the project before tollgate 5,
sometimes even more so than in “successful” projects. This
should be made visible to the organization, and especially to
the resource owners for the project team members.

The conclusion phase provides a
structured way of ensuring continuous
learning. It is in the organization’s
business interest to ensure that the
competence development and know-how
achieved in the project are transferred to
the organization and made use of in
future projects.
An analysis of project cost and time
expenditure should be used to evaluate
and update the estimating routines and
data in order to ensure more accurate
estimates in the future.
It is important to emphasize learning also
in the business processes. By comparing
the actual market situation and
profitability of the project with what was
foreseen, the marketing and sales
organizations will be given an
opportunity to evaluate their estimating
and analysis routines.
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Conclusion Phase

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The project steering group should not be dissolved until the
project is formally closed.
The project sponsor is responsible for:
• performing the activities described for the conclusion
phase in the project steering model,
• declaring the project closed.
Project Management Function

The project manager, together with relevant members of the
project staff, is responsible for:
• performing the activities in the conclusion phase of the
project management model.
After the activity Project Closure, the project management
function is dissolved, and the project manager returns to his
or her regular position in the organization.
Project Executing Function

When a decision is made to terminate the project before
tollgate 5, all project team members are responsible for:
• closing their own activities and handing over the results
achieved in the project according to what has been
decided in the decision to terminate the project.
All project members are responsible for:
• contributing to the hand-over of experience in the
conclusion phase.
Managers, in their roles as resource owners, are responsible
for:
• ensuring that the project manager will have access to the
project members in order to collect information for the
Final Report,
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• being available for meetings with the project manager (or
someone else in the project management function) to
obtain all relevant information on performance and
competence development of their own personnel during
the course of the project,
• acknowledging their own personnel for their performance
in the project.
Managers, in their roles as receivers, are responsible for:
• supporting the project manager with input to the Final
Report,
• making sure that the project’s obligations toward the
customer have been fulfilled and that all outstanding
issues are taken care of.

Conclusion Phase

During the conclusion phase, the following activities in the
project management model should be performed:
• Hand-Over of Experience
• Project Closure
• Preparation of the Final Report
If a decision has been made to terminate the project before
tollgate 5, the following activities in the project
management model should be performed during the
conclusion phase:
• Project Termination
• Hand-Over of Experience
• Project Closure
• Preparation of the Final Report

Final Report
in PROPS Document Guide
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Conclusion Phase
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Project Termination

Definition

Purpose

Project Termination is an activity in the
conclusion phase during which the project is
terminated, if a decision has been made to
terminate the project before it has reached its
goal. The activity includes phasing out all
project resources, taking care of the results
achieved in the project, and ensuring that all
stakeholders involved in the project are
informed about project termination.

The purpose of the activity Project
Termination is to ensure that a project will be
dissolved in an organized and efficient way if
a decision has been made to terminate the
project before it has reached its goal. The
results achieved and the experiences made in
the project should be made use of in the
organization.
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Project Termination

In most cases, a decision to terminate a
project to which people have committed
themselves will mean a feeling of failure
and grief. It is the responsibility of the
project manager and of all other
managers involved in the project to
support and encourage the project team
members, and to make sure that they are
given new assignments in which they
can make use of their experience in the
best possible way.
The purpose of the project, as well as its
contribution to the organization’s
business direction, should be understood
by all project members. This will make
it easier for them to understand and
accept the decision to terminate the
project, since they will realize that the
preconditions for it have changed.
Focusing on positive experience and
ensuring that the results achieved in the
project are acknowledged and made use
of in the best possible way is important
and will make it easier for everyone to
look forward and feel committed to new
assignments.

Conclusion Phase

During the activity Project
Termination in the conclusion
phase, the project manager
should perform the relevant tasks
in the project management
processes as described in the
checklist below:

Integration Management

• Plan meetings with and reporting to the project sponsor
and the other members of the project steering group.
Ensure that they take upon themselves to remain and
support the project during the termination of the project.
Contacts with External Parties

• Decide on and plan meetings with the customer,
subcontractors and suppliers, if applicable.
• Decide how all project assets should be phased out or
transferred to other operations in the organization.
Hand-Over of Experience and Project Closure

• Perform the activities
Hand-Over of Experience
(including the preparation of the Final Report) and
Project Closure.
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Formulation of Project Termination Goal

• Analyze the preconditions for project termination and
formulate a goal for the work in terms of performance
and expected result, time and costs. It is best for everyone
involved if the project is closed as fast as possible. On the
other hand, project members should be given time to
find new interesting assignments and to say goodbye.

Project Termination Planning

• Break down the project termination work into work
packages. The work also includes the activities
Hand-Over of Experience
(including the preparation of the Final Report) and
Project Closure.
• Estimate the duration of the conclusion phase and
prepare a plan for it.

Project Termination Budgeting

• Identify the resources needed for project termination
(human resources, tools, equipment, material, etc.).
People who are available in the project and cannot be
phased out early should be made use of in the work in the
best possible way.
• Estimate the amount of work and the competence
needed.
• Prepare a budget for project termination and ensure that
it is within the limits set by the project sponsor.

The decision to terminate a project
should always be based on an assessment
of the business reality of the project and
its alignment with the organization’s
business direction.
When a decision is made to terminate a
project before it has reached its goal. all
project team members and other project
stakeholders should be given the
opportunity to understand the basis for
the decision. If this is not the case, there
is a big risk of loosing tempo and
efficiency in the organization.
To inspire the organization in future
assignments and to avoid mistakes being
repeated, it is important to highlight
gains instead of failure, and to focus on
what has been achieved in terms of
competence development, experience and
an understanding of the business reality.
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Project Termination

Identification of Support
Project Organization and Roles

• Identify suitable organizations that can be of support and
assistance in the work, such as human resource units,
unions and internal job centers.

Project Steering Function

The project sponsor is responsible for:
• giving the project manager all the
support needed during Project
Termination.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for
the activity Project Termination.
Project Executing Function

The subproject manager is responsible
for the activity (Sub)project Termination of
his or her subproject.
The project team members are
responsible for:
• closing their own tasks,
• handing over the results achieved in
accordance with the decisions made.
If the terminated project is large, in
possession of equipment and other assets,
and if subcontractors are involved, Project
Termination can be performed as a project
on its own.

Transfer of Internal Resources

• Negotiate with the project team members’ resource
owners about new assignments for their own personnel.
Identify new assignments within other parts of the
organization or in other projects for those who cannot go
back to their previous tasks. This also applies for
subcontractors.
• If the project termination is part of a larger reorganization, it is important to ensure that managers
acting as resource owners remain within the organization
and support their own personnel during project
termination.
Project Organization Dissolution

• Make sure that all project members are given the
opportunity to discuss their future tasks with their
manager (resource owner) or, if that is not possible, with
someone in the project management team. If needed,
experts should be involved to support the project manager
in such meetings.
• Be available for personal talks if needed. Treat every
project member as an individual. Collective solutions
should be avoided.
• Ensure that resource owners are available for their own
personnel.
• Arrange a “funeral feast” and make it a farewell party, to
give everyone involved something positive to remember.
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Phase-Out Strategy

• Decide how the results achieved in the project should be
used or stored for later usage. Results that can be useful
in other operations should be transferred, and results that
should be destroyed for security reasons or other reasons
should be taken care of according to the organization’s
routines.
Information Management

• Inform all project members about the project termination
at the same time. Make sure that the project team is
given time to discuss the situation. Never deliver a
decision to close a project on a Friday or just before a
vacation.
• In order to avoid rumors and a negative climate, make
sure that the necessary information is available for all
project members and other stakeholders.
• Arrange regular information meetings with all project
members. Communicate the project conclusion plans and
progress.
• Make sure that all members of the project team are
informed about how to close their own activities and how
to hand over the results achieved and to whom.
• Identify all information belonging to the project (paperbased and electronic) and how it should be stored or
destroyed.

Planning of Termination of Supplier Agreements

• Identify all personnel and project assets that will be
affected by the termination of the project. Identify
possible receivers of the results achieved in the project.
This also includes subcontractors and results delivered by
subcontractors.
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Project Termination

• Identify the result that has been achieved in the project so
far, including procured objects and results achieved by
subcontractors.
• Negotiate with subcontractors and suppliers about how to
end business agreements, or transfer such agreements to
other parts of the organization’s operations.
Ending of Agreements with Subcontractors and Suppliers

• Follow the organization’s routines for closing contracts
with subcontractors and suppliers, if applicable.
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Hand-over of Experience

Definition

Purpose

Hand-Over of Experience is an activity in the
conclusion phase during which all the
experience, competence and know-how
achieved in the project are transferred to the
organization, to be made use of in ongoing
and future projects and operations.

The purpose of the activity Hand-Over of
Experience is to ensure continuous learning
within the organization and enhanced
performance within the organization and its
ongoing and future projects.
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Hand-over of Experience

Project work provides an opportunity
for efficient and fast on-the-job-training
at the individual and team level, as well
as at the organizational level.
Project members at all levels of the
project organization should be
acknowledged for their efforts.
Information on good performance
should be transferred to their managers
in the organization. Rewards and other
motivating factors will make it visible
for the entire organization that efforts
pay off.
It is important to be honest and to look
critically back on the project, identify
the underlying causes of the problems
and to suggest alternative action. This
requires an open climate and a culture
that encourages everybody to bring
forward suggestions for improvements
and ensures that such suggestions lead
to action.

Conclusion Phase

During the activity
Hand-Over of Experience
in the conclusion phase,
the project manager
should perform the
relevant tasks in the
project management
processes as described in
the checklist below:

Post-Project Situation

• Collect information on the situation after the hand-over of
project outcome. Such information could be in the form of
customer evaluation reports, in-service performance,
comments from end-users, sales reports, reports from
help-desk or other maintenance, and reports regarding
improved performance.
Project Result Analysis

• Arrange conclusion seminars in order to discuss and share
the experiences made. Make a complete review of the
project performance. Take all relevant records into
account, including Progress Reports, project diaries and
input from stakeholders.
• Analyze the results achieved as regards project outcome,
time and costs. These should be compared with the
original goal, quality objectives and time and cost limits
as stated in the Project Specification at tollgate 2. Discuss
the reasons for any deviations, and comment on whether
the organization’s requirements on the project
performance have been fulfilled.
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• Analyze any special difficulties or action taken during the
course of the project, and state the effects of this action.
• Discuss the effectiveness of tools, equipment, working
methods and processes that have been used.
Transfer of Experience

• Document the information gained during the hand-over
of experience in the Final Report. Suggest improvements.
Highlight experiences that can be made use of in ongoing
and future projects.
Final Report
in PROPS Document Guide

• Distribute the Final Report to the target group,
including all project members.

Project Kick-Out

• Transfer information on the project team members’
performance in person in meetings with their resource
owners.
• Arrange a farewell meeting, and give a brief presentation
of the contents of the Final Report. Special consideration
should be given to feedback from the customer.
• Express thanks to all project members and comment on
good performance.

Evaluation of Subcontractor Performance

• Evaluate the performance of subcontractors.

In a business where development is fast
and where technology is constantly
changing, learning from experience is
essential. The competence development
taking place in the project is an asset that
should be held in trust by the
organization to be of best possible use and
benefit to its customers.
The business performance should be
evaluated. The business case and the
market situation on which the project
was based should be compared with the
situation at project conclusion. Estimates
on project cost and profitability should be
assessed and the data updated.
All project team members should be
encouraged to transfer knowledge of
opportunities that might lead to new
business opportunities for the
organization.
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Hand-over of Experience

Project Organization and Roles

Project Steering Function

The senior manager acting as multiproject manager is
responsible for:
• creating an environment that encourages continuous
learning,
• acknowledging good performance and suggestions for
improvements,
• making Final Reports and other relevant project
documents available for ongoing and future projects.
Project Management Function

The project manager is responsible for:
• the activity Hand-Over of Experience, including the
preparation of the Final Report.
Project Executing Function

All previous and current project members are responsible
for:
• participating in the activity Hand-Over of Experience in
order to transfer the experiences made and lessons learned
in the project.
Resource owners and receivers are responsible for:
• ensuring that previous project members among their own
personnel are given time to participate in the activity
Hand-Over of Experience,
• being available for meetings with the project manager (or
someone else in the project management function) to
obtain all relevant information about the employee
performance and competence development during the
course of the project,
• acknowledging their own personnel for their performance
in the project.
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